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HSAUQUAKTSRS, AKMY AIR FOKCBS 
WiJanOTOM 

IN mn-v nmwn TO: 

7 November 1944 

UKMORANDUU FOR DR. VON KARMAN: 

Subject: AAF Long Ronse Davelopaent PrOtraa 

1.  I beXl«Y* the ••ourity of the United State« of Aaerloa will 
oontlnue to rest In part In developaents Instituted by our educational 
and professional solentlais. I as anxious that Air Forces postwar and 
next-war rosoaroh and dsyelopsant prograM be plaoed on a sound and 
continuing basts. In addition, I as desirous that these prograas be in 
such for» and oontaln such well thought out, long rang« thinking that, 
in addition to guaranteeing the security of our nation and ssrving a.« 
a guide for the next 10-20 year period, that the reooMended prograaa 
can be used as a baai* for adequate Cougressinnal appropriations.        ^ 

2. To assist you and your associates in our current concepts of 
war, «ay I rsTisw our principles. The object of total war in to destroy 
the ensay's «ill to resist, thersby enabling us to force our will on his. 
TikA ättäiüMüt  Of  VAr'm  uujäütiv» ulviu»»  iläoir  iüi.0   Lüi««  yaimmm». 
politioal. stntaglo and tactioal. Political action is dii-sctsd against 
the sneer's govsrnlng power, strategic action against his eoonoalc 
resources, and tactical action against his araad forces. Stratsgioa.l and 
tactical actions are cur aain oonoern ant" are gOTemsd by the principles 
of objective, surprise, sisplioity, «ass, offensive, sovesent, economy 
of forces, ooopsration and security. 

3. I believe it is axloaatio that: 

a. V« as    ion are now one of the predoainant powers. 

b. We will no doubt have potential aneaies that will oon- 
btitvto a continuing threat to ti,c nation. 

o. While aajor wars will oontlnue to be fought principally 
between the 30th and 6Uth parallels, north, global war aust be oon- 
teaplatad. 

d. Our prewar research and davclopaent has of tön been inferior 
to our eneaies. 

e. Offeujiv», not defensive wetapons win wars. Couatsr- 
tt^aaures are of seeondary l^ortanoe. 

f. Our country wi^l not support a large standing aray. 
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g.      PetsatlBB «oonoBy requlreaants Indloate that,  while the 
AAF now receives 43% of current War DeparlMnt approprlationE    this 
allotment or this proportion aay not oor.tin'ie. 

h.      Obsolete equipaent.  no* available in large quantities, 
■ay dtalenate dovö]-paent at>d give Congress a false sense öf security. 

1.      While our soientiots do not necessarily have the question- 
able advantage of basic «ilitary training,  conversely our AAF officers 
cannot by necessity be professional scientists. 

j.      Huaan-slghtad   (and perhaps radar or television assisted) 
•eapons have «ore potential offlclenoy and flexibility than ■echanically 
assisted «eapons. 

k.      It Is a funda«*.ntel principle oi Aaerican deaocracy that 
personnel oasualties are distasteful.    We will oontinne to  fight aeohanl- 
oal rather than nanpowor wars. 

1.      As yet we have not overcose the probleas of great dls- 
tanoM. weather and ie^kness. 

■.      More potent explosives, supersonic speed,  greater «ass 
offensive efficiency.  Increased weapon flexibility and control, are 
requlreaents. 

n.      The präsent trend toward terror weapons suoh as buzx 
boabs,  phosphorous and napala «ay further continue toward gas and 
bbcterlologioal warfare. 

4.      The possibility of future sajcr wars cannot be overlooked. 
We, as a nation, aay not always have friendly aajor powers or great 
ooeanlo distances as barriers.    Llkewls», I presuae aethods of stopping 
aircraft power plants aay soon be available to our enealss.    Is It not 
now possible to deteralne If another totally different weapon will re- 
place the alrplutef    Are aanless reaote-oontrolled radar or television 
assisted precision ailltary rockets or sultlple purpoM seekers a 
possibility?    Is atoaio propulsion a thought for consideration in 
future warfare? 

6.      Except perhaps to revle» current techniques and researob 
trends! I aa asking you and your asscclates to divorce yourselves fro« 
the present mnr In order to investigate all the possibilities and 
desirabilities for postwar and future war's devexopaent as respects 
„^ JJAK.    Upon ooapletlon of your studies, pleas« then give ae a report 
or guide for reoo8«en«ed future AAF research and developaant prograas. 

pjMppiiipiiwwpwp^pwiiHPwp^iwwi mum M^'mm 
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Hay I ask that your  findi  repoit also include reooBiBsndatlons to the 
follow Ag questions- 

a. What assistance should we give or ask from our educational 
and commercial  scientific organizations during peacetime? 

b. Is ine   Umo approaching when ail our scientists rr"* their 
organizations must give a small portion of their time and r^jurc.o 
to assist in avoiding future national peril and winning the next wir? 

c. »h« are the neat methods of instituting the pilot produc- 
tion of required nonrevenue equipments of no commercial value developed 
exclusively for the postwar poriod? 

d. What proportion of available money should be allocated 
to research and development" 

6.      Pending canpletion of your flna3   report   .may I ask that you 
give me a short monthly written progress report,    »«•anwhile,  I have 
specifically directed the AC/AS,  OC&R   (General *i-djn) to be responsible 
for your direct administrative and staff needs.    Also,  as I have already 
told you, I welcome yo    and your associates into my Headquarters.    May 
I again say that the services of the AAF are at your disposal to assist 
in solving these difficult problems 

vH 
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HBAuQUARiEAS, AKMY AIR FORCES 
WASBINOTOH 

I INFLV NBFl J« TOr 

15 Deoeaber 1945 

General of the Aray H.  H.   Arnold 
Coaaandlng General, Any Air Forces 
Washington 25,  D.   C. 

Dear General Arnold: 

*In your basic MaHorardua of the seventh of Noveabav 1944, 
you directed M to prepare a report as a guide for recowsenr'.od 
future Aray Air Forces research and developaent progiabs. 

In eooperaticn with a group of selected associates,  ex- 
perts in various brnr"-»'»«» of the soienoes involved,  I have tried to 
reviev the soientlfio rei»"-i'-3aents involved in the functions of the 
future Air Forces,  and I subait herewith the results of our stvdy. 

The first volua« contains a discussion of the relation 
hnlveen «oi«noe «nd narlal »«rfure; Rn aniilyalB of the «aln rasaaroh 
probleas of the air forces, froa the point of view of its functions:, 
and reooMsudatlons on orgsnizatlon of research. The.twelve voluaes 
which follow contain thiity-two scisntiflo aonographs, with detailed 
research prograas in speciflo fields. 

The general oonolusions of this study aay be suaaarlzed 
as follows; 

1. Thj disooyery of atoalc aeans of destruction aakes a 
powerful Air Forces «ven core iaperatlve than before. 
This subject is discussed in Chapter I of the first 
voiuao. 

2. Th» sciuntlfit* aiscoveries in aerodynaaics,  propul- 
sion, electronios.  and nuclear physios,  open new 
horizons fcr the use of air power. 

3. The next ten years should be a period of systeaatlc, 
vigorous dsvelopaent, devoted to th«. realization of 
the potentialities of soientlfic progress, with the 
following principal goa>     supersos'o flight,  pilot- 
less aircraft, all-weather flying, perfected naviga- 
tion and coaaunicatiou.  löaote-oontrolled and auto- 
aatio fighter anl boaber forces, and aerial trans- 
portation of entire araies. 

■itw^P 
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4. The r«s«aroh problMW, aa analyzad In Chapter i; of 
the flrat volume, should be oonaldered in their rela- 
tion to the fuuctiona of the Air Forces, rather than 
aa isolated scientific problem. 

5. Therefore, development osntern should be established 
for new types of equipaent and for MtkinB nove] 
■ethode suKKaB<-ed by scientific aisooverios practical. 
Such developnent centers for definite tasks are more 
efficient than separate laboratories for certain 
branches of solenoe. 

6. The use of scientific Mans and equipment requires 
the infiltration of scientific thought tad knowledge 
throughout the Air Forces and, therefore, certain 
organizatory changes in recruiting personnel, in 
training, and In staff work. J-emnent suggestions 
are nade in Chapter III of the first voliur« of this 
report. 

7. A globei strategy for the anplioation of novel equlp- 
aent and ^thods, «specially pllotless aircra. ., 
should be studied and worked out. The full applica- 
tion of air power requires a properly dlstrl'outed 
network of bassa within and beyond the llBlte of the 
continental United States. 

8  An new «quipasnt beooaea available, experiaental pilot- 
less aircraft units should be formed and personnel 
systeMtioally trained for operation of the new devioes. 

9.  Aocording to the outooM of a praotloal testing period, 
a proper balanoe between weaponb directed by huaans, 
assisted by electronic devioes, and purely autoisatlc 
weapons should be established. 

10.  The sen in charge of the future Air Forces should al- 
ways re»e«ber that problems never have final or univer- 
sal solutions, and only a constant Inqulslti/e attitude 
torarl aolenc«. and ,» ceaseless and swift adaptation to 
new dsvelopaents can maintain the security of this 
nation through world air supremacy. 

In your basic memoraadum, you also desired reooaaendatlons 
» following questions: 

"a  What assistance should b* slven or ««k from our educa- 
tional and commercial scientific organizations during 
peacetime? 

ii WH 
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"b. Is th» tla« «pproaohlAg whan all our aolentlsts and 
thalr organizations aust giv a SLä.'.I portion of 
tb»ir tiaa and rasouroas to aselst in avoiding fu- 
tura national «rll and winning tha next war? 

"c. What ara tbo bast «athods of inatltuMng the pilot 
produocion of rsquirad nonravanua aquipaanta of no 
ocauarcial valua devalopad axolusivaly for tha post 
war parlodf 

"d. Wbat proportion of availabl« aonay should ba allooatad 
to rasearoh and davalopaantf" 

RsooHMndations on tha first tbrsa points ara inoludad 
in tha sactlons of tha raport dsaling with oooparation bttwaan 
soisnee, icd«>stry, and tha Air forcas. I aa soaawh&t raluotant to 
glwa a dafinita anawar to your fourth question. I prafur to subait 
tha following oonnidaratlon. Tha «onay to ba allooata«! for rasaarch      j 
and davalopasnt should ba ralatsd to tha cost of on« yaar'c aarlal 
warfar». It appears that spandlng for rasaaroh in paaoatiaa flfa i 
paroent of ona war yaar's axpandituras. in ordar to ba praaprad \ 
for or aweld a futura wa.. Js not an axagg^ratad drain on tha nation's     \ 
pookatbook. A quloh inquiry sbiwad that our larga industrial oon-        ' 
oarns spend a paroantaga of Urn  or - of t t total sua inwolvad in 
thalr yaar's buslnass for rasaaroh. If xu ^aoetisa 16-ZO paroant 
of tha sua spant In a wn^ year ware allowad for total axpandituras 
of tha Atr Foross, tha a»ount raquirei for rasaarch *ri itvalopaant 
should oonatituta W-« parcont if tie total A«r rorw bodgat. 

Mapaotfully yours. 

TH.  VON RAMAN 
Diraotor 
AAF Solantifio Advisory Group 
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The AAF Sdcatific Advisory Group WM sctiTMed Ute 
ia 1944 hf Gfiend of the Army H. H. Arnold. He se- 
cured the ienr«-?? of Dr. Theodore TOD Karman, re- 
oowoed sdeodet and consultant in aeronautics, who 
•greed to organise and direct the group. 

Dr von Ktrman gathered about him a group of Ameri- 
can scientists from every field of research having • 
bearing on air power. These men then analjrsed im- 
portant developments in the basic sciences, both here 
and abtoad, mad attempted to evaluate the «fleet* of their 
application to air power. 

This volume is one of a group of reports made to the 
Army Air Forces by the Sdcntilk Advisory Group. 
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SCIENCE AND AERIAL WARFARE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Thcr« have been two wan oa • world scale in our time, in which the pendulum 
of rictory aecmed «t first to swing far out in the direction of our encmic« before indi- 
cating the final dectaion. Ip the First World War, victory or defeat was decided main- 
ly hf human endurance. Science and technology played an important bn* to some 
extent • «»condary role. It is true, of course, that the superiority of the Allies ia the 
«tesigr production of tanks, as weL< as the paralyxing effect of At* complete block- 
ade < Stanches of German industrial prodocdon. contributed very essentially 
to Ger. any'» defeat in 1918. Hcwerer, the complete exhaustion of human emhusnee 
on the German side was the main fector in the decision. The second war had, from the 
beginning, a techaological chtuaucr. The overwhelming technological pnpandon 
of Gcrauny secured her first brilliant successes on the European continent. Th« short- 
comings of the Luftwaffe in strategic bombing and the lack ot experienra of the Ger- 
man Army and ka coueqo«« poor preparation for amphibious opentions, caused 
the Miff'' afainst Bnglaad to be stiliborn. The mounting tide of Allied, especklly 
American, air power bncaaM fiaaUy the main fiutor ia Germany's defeat. Bven ia the 
lasi. ahtMM^k th« baeftf aad acdataaoe of the Raaaiaas wen piriwps die mo« 
imponaut fcciora ia stt^iag the Genaaa Anay. the Rusiaa awfch of ticioty to th« 
West CIMUI act tuf hma achieved wkhoot taduMfofical t^Miotiqr. da« paMfy to 
Ka«taa aad pacdy to Aawioa prodactioa. Aa iaiefMriag riga of the McJhaologiGal 
chaiMser of this war is dM fux that the tiae ia which a^etiority in airenft co^ be 
achieved ww pndicMd. baaed oa igana of iadostrial potential, a« the begiaatog of 
w« wmi. TU predkdoas wer* fairly waU varified by the actual «vencs. 

1.2 In additioa to the techaological chancier of this war. a a«w aapect beoaaa« 
evident, wkieh did aot appear so ob*io"«ly ia the war of 1914-1JH«. TUs a«v ele- 
mcat was the dadrivt coutribuüon of organixad »'deuce to effKtive weapoas. Of 
course, sdeatific disconries have beea and ia aU wan aiac« aadeat tiaMs; it iata- 
latad, for Mwapie. that Archimedes conceatmMd the heat of the sna Iqr aiaaas of 
large mino« to dMtroy «aemy ship«. Howev«. ae^r befon hava aach large aa«b«n 
of H^dic workan b««i aaiiwi for plaiuMd «valaatioa aa-« «illxatioa of adaatific 
ideas for militaiy parpoeas. Outstaadiag results of sack plaaaad coopentiv« nscatch 
an. oa our sid«. ndar and atoatic bombs, v.i JB. th« Gcroan side. |«t-pfop«Uad 
adssU«s. 
1.5 Th« recogaitioa o* the gioHbg techaologicaL chanciar of nKHkrn war 
pardyeaMmdfrom' ;^»«ri«aces of th« First World War. aad «haadsatificcbanc- 
tar of aay fntan warfiu (Mcomaa obvioos in the U^u of th« war whirh ^» just sad*.! 
In this npon an anenpt is mad« w fomniM« some c^ Ls cooaaquMicw rf. this «MS- 

c«ptioa for th« |«ogtam of the Air Vorcas. 
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i.8 It i- evident that preparations must be made for strategic bombing of enemy 
targets involved in atomic work, by proper location of bases, especially bases for 
pilotless airplanes. In the past, systems of fortification, communication lines, and trans- 
portation facilities were built according to the strategic requirements of warefare on 
iand and on sea Today's ^rategic considerations refer to the three-dimensional space 
surrounding the globe. They must be worked out with the same imag:i<uaor /id 
thoroughness disphyed by old-time strategists in solving the problems of attacking 
and defending certain lines extending on the surface of the earth, or certain points 
which controlled traffic on the seas. 
1.9       It may be argued that the devastatiom and loss of life caused by atomic bombs 
is so tremendous that total atomic warfare will never occur. I believe the answer is 
the following: No man in the past centuries could, by any stretch of the imagination, 
foresee the devastttion and loss of life produced by two consecutive war? in our time. 
Humans adjust themselves rapidly to new concepts. What is considered an incredibly 
large loss of life today may appear inevitable in years to come. I believe we must agree 
with Dr. Einstein's view that, even in case of tottl atomic warfare, humanity and human 
civiliaation will not disappear. The number of lives lost in the two wars, which were 
separated by a relatively »hoi. interval, appears to us certainly disastrous. However, 
there is no proof that economic pressure and humr   passion c. no -t produce conflicts 
which lead to the annihilation of one-half or two-third*      h^  . Ration of a country. 
Preparedness certainly has to make provisir ns fc such possibilities. 

110      The second aaaumption (that intt rnational com- o! of atonic energy •* 11 be 
achieved but will require support by force) seems .   - ^ mos. t>.obable solution 
of the atomic problem within the next decades. Then, the main r«ponaib.üty of the 
Armed Forces will be the enforcement of international agreements. Here again the 
nation must rely on a powerful air force. It will be necessary to stnke at any arbitrary 
point of the globe, to atrike swiftly and forcefully. History shows that international 
agreement* have not pSote«ed the signatories and have not prevented war*, either 
becaiue there were no mean* available for swift and forceful action, or becauae pohti- 
c! reasons prevented their .we. No branch of the Armed Forces except the Air Forces 
can perform the required action in time to be effective. 

Ill The same requirementr f s iu ;h* »econd cut apply to the third aaaumption 
(unexpected tre«d.erou. .«»ck* «nnot be excluded in .pit« of international agree- 
ment). However, in the lamr awe the matter of efficient defenae must be emphwiaed. 
It miut be realiaed that a one hundred per cent safe defenae is impossible. It w ewier 
,^ ~ ' e offenme action efficient by scientific means than defauive action. The high 
speed of pi!otle*s airpUne. and mistile. makes them almost safe again« a hit; no 
e&cdve mean. i. yet known for stopping .uch ^..«le*, on« they are launched, and. 
the ha that one tingle airplane or mi*.ile i. able «o drop a bomb of immen.e destr-K- 
tive power putt an almost tepo6«bie »ask on the air defense. All that we can hope is 
th« Jbaoluteair supenority. combined with highly developed and apeaaUzed waning 
•ad homing devices, will help us to erect an impregn.h.e aeroelec^oc.ic wall -vh.-.h 
will reduce to a minimum the possibility of any enear «kti« slipping through unde- 

tected and undeatroyed. 



1.12 The m«in conclusion of these considemtion» is the necessity for a powerful 
»ir force, which is capable of: 

a. Reaching remote tatge-u swiftly and hitting them with great destructive power. 

b. Secunag air superiority over any region of the globe. 

c. Landicg, in a short time, powerful forces, men and firepower, ^t a:./ poir.. 
on the globe 

d. Defending O'ir own territory and baaci in the most efficient way. 

I.ii It is evident that only an «ir force which fully exploits all the knowledge and 
skill which science has available now and will have available in the future, will have 
a chance of accomplishing these tasks. Aerodynamics, thermodynamics, electronics, 
nuclear physics, and chemistry must reunite their efforts. In the following section, a 
short review is given of the mort important scientific facts. These facts are important 
elements to be considered in selecting and training personnel and developing equip- 
ment for the future Air Forces. 

SCMNCi'S MAIN CONTRfSMTIONS 

1.14 The development of aviation is a struggle against the limitations imposed by 
native upon man, created to live on the ground, but nevertheless endeavoring to move 
in the unlimited space surrounding our globe. 

1.15 As the problem of bcavicr-thaa-air locomotion was solved in principle by 
the discovery of the airpbmc, speed and rang« were confined »o narrow limits. Wea- 
ther and night appeared as inaonuountable obetades, and human skill seemed to be 
an indispensable element for diverse uses of the airplane in peace and war. 

1.16 Science has already removed nuny of these limitttious: 

a. By gradual improvement ia aerodynanic design, the velocity and economv 
of the airplane have been greedy incnascd. Airplane designers have continuously 
endes-rored to eliminate all possible drag which impairs economy: i.e., the parasite 
drag, by attempting to make the aircraft essentially into a flying wing; the turbulent 
friction of the air by creating laminar flow around the wing. In recent years our know- 
ledge of supersonic phenomena has inrr^ned the velodty of the airpkne and brought 
it closer and closer io the speed of sound, which for a long time appeared as a neural 
upper limit. This knowledge has opened the door for winged aircraft, both piloted 
and pilotless, to the threshold of velocities feter than sound. Until now only unmanned 
ballistic devices have attained such speeds. 

' Novel propulsive systems, using the reaction or jet principle, have facilitated 
the reaching of high speeds, because of their f«div ed weight «nd increatinf efidencv 
with «creasing speed. These systems replace the conventional engine and propeller 
athigh speeds because the efficiency of a proprer decreases greatly when very hiri, 
speeds are attained. The rocket pri«uple oates propulnon independent of the use 
of the atmospheric a,r and rocket driven aircraft are able to f*.ch exttaoraiairv 
alatudes in an extremely short time. 

rio- A^S"1^ imtt<»tmtnt' *****«" «rodynantic design and in engine construc- 
«on. the performance and economy of airplane t- ansportadon have been tmnendcusly 



1.12 Th* main conclusion of these considerations is the necessity for a powerful 
air force, which is capable of: 

a. Reaching remoic targets swiftly and hitting them with great destructive pover. 

b. Securing air superiority over any region of the globe. 

c. Landing, in a short time, powerful forces, men and firepower, at any point 
on the glob« 

d. Defending o'f own territory and bases in the most efficient «ray. 

l.li It is evident that only an air force which fully exploits all the knowledge and 
skill which science has available now anci will have available in the future, will have 
a chance of accomplishing these tasks. Aerodynamics, thermodynamics, electronics, 
nuclear physics, and chemistry must reunite their efforts. In the following section, a 
short review is given of the most important scientific ^acts. These facts are important 
elements to be considered in selecting and training personnel and developing equip- 
ment for the future Air Forces. 

SC'SNCf'S MAIN CONTRItUTIONS 

1.14 The development of aviation is a »tniggle against the limitation» imposed by 
nature upon man, created to live on the ground, but nevertheless endeavoring to move 
in the unlimited space surrounding our globe. 

1.15 As the problr» of hcavier-tban-air locomotion wu solved in principle by 
the discovery of the airpkne, speed and tmngc were confined 'o narrow limits. Wea- 
ther and night appeared as insurmonntablc obMadea, and human skill seemed to be 
an indispensable element for diverse lues of (be airplane in peace and war. 

1.16 Science ba < already removed many of these Umtauious: 

a. By gradual improvement in aerodjnuunic design, the velocity and economy 
of the airplane have been greatly increucd. Airplane designers have continuously 
endeavored to eliminate all possible drag which impairs economy: i.e., the parasite 
drag, by attempting to nuke the aircraft essentially imo a fljmg wing; the turbulent 
friction of the air by creating laminar flow around the wing ID recent years our know- 
ledge of supersonic phenomena has iacreescd the velocity of the airplane and brought 
it closer and closer to the speed of sound, which for a long time appeared as a nSSftl 
uppe- hm«. This knowledge has opened the door for winged aircraft, both pilocsd 
and pilotless. to the threshold of velodtie« foster than sound. Until now only unmanned 
baUisut devices have attained such speeds. 

b. Novel propulsive systems, using the reaction or |et principle, have facilitated 
the reaching of high ipeeds. because of their reduced weight and increasing efficiency 
with uicreasing speed. These «yst«,, „.place the conventional engine and propeUer 
at high speed, because the efficiency of a propeller decreases greatly when very higL 
speeds are attained. The rocket prirdple makes propulsion independent of the use 
ÜlrÜ t,mo,Pheric ,,if •nd «»cket driven aircraft are able to reach «««ordiniry 
altitudes in an extremely short öme. 

c. 9y gradual improvement, both in aerodynwofc design and in »gine construc- 
tion, the performance and economy of airplane «ransportadon have been tremetdously 
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increated. The spectacular increase in the range of our military aircraft and in the 
carrying capacity of our cargo aircraft it ma indication of improved economy. Although 
essential improvements in aerodyu&mic and engine design can be expected to increase 
airplane «conomy further, the amount of heat which etü be released by combustion of 
our most efficient fuels per unit weight or per unit volume, imposes a »eiious Uirkai; .>n 
on any large increase in range with conventional fuels. The use of nuclear energy, 
however, may radically change this situation and help to reach almost unlimited ranges, 
at least in the case of aircraft which do not carry human beings. 

d. Navigation and instrument flying were greatly aided by use of the radio even 
in its early sages of development. The recent extension of the spearum of radiation 
down to centimeter and millime*er wavelengths, and the application of the pulse and 
echo principles of radar, opened fundamemally new possibilities in the struggle of 
aviation agminsi weather, doads, and darkness. Blind landing, blind bombing and 
location of remote and invisible objects (aircraft or targets) are paiamouut examples 
of the contributions of radar technique. Seeing through darkness by night and seeing 
through clouds by day became routine facts in military aviation. Fighter control from 
the ground became an importa^' «lefflem in warfrre. It appears that a wide-open fteld 
exists for progress in commuaicaiion and other applications of radio and electronics 
which are discussed at length in "lU-'ar and Communications," by other members of 
the AAF Sdcatiftc Advisory Group. 

c. Gndntl improvcfflcnts in gyroscopic devices led to the automatic pilot, which 
materially relieves the hiunan pilot. In addition, the development of gryo and servo- 
motor devices made possible a great variety of remote control systems. Since we are 
able to tnnafcr optical impressions by television devices, aircraft or missiles can be 
piloted to disunt points from the ground or from the air by remote control. Radar 
location devices similarly can be applied to the remote control of aircraft. 

f. The progress in elcctromagaetic radiation techniques mad* automatic homing 
(target seeking) possible and effective. A radar homing bomb was in use by the U. S. 
Navy in the 1»aci«c at the close of the war. Infrared (he«) radiation proved to be one 
of the most promising methods. Radio, infrared, and »dar have been 8?plied to the 
proUem of the proMEtty fuse tod niil have wide applications in target location. Radar 
has been fonnd extremely useful in antomatic Sre conttoL Along with automatic hom- 
ing, the design of automatic computers became a great practical domain of military 

engineering. 
g. Combioation of methods of automatic and remote control with homing 

devices will lead to a complete solution of the problem of pilotless aircraft, having 
tremendous speed, extraordinary range and abUity to hit targets accurately. Although 
pilotless aircraft will never completely eliminate manned aircraft, they obviously wüi 
take over certain missions. Both in toe Geramn and in the Japanese theaters, our 
strategic bomUng fore» brought utter destruction to our enemies with the clocklike 
accuracy of a great machine. The future aim is to build »?, for this pn^s», a ■**. 
machine in the proper set se of the word, consisting of i«hnical devices only, ^d yet 
directed in aU details by tht mind and staff of seme master strategist of the air. 



PLAN OP ANAIYIH 
1.17 The abufuknee «nd vmriety of applications of adentific ideas and devices in 
aerial warfare, sketched very brieAjr abov«, put a tnmmtdoiu tusk before the men 
responsible for tisc futiuc Air Forces. For the most pert the scientific foundation of the 
applications mentioned has ulieady been hud, and other applications will emerge as 
sdcntilic reaeerch continues to be producdTe of new kaowledge. 

1.18 The sdentific-technologica! questions are only a small part of the »hoU 
problem. We are fully twarc that a report prepared by men of sdence can contribute 
only a small part of the solution. 

1.19 Chaptet II of this volume aaalyiei the problem of research and development 
from the point of view of the technical reqotrements which the Air Forces must meet 
in order to be able to carry out its task, •scaring the safety of (he nation. It appears 
that the main requiremaats in which sdentific methods, sdentific research and develop- 
ment play an important role, may be listed as the nbilities to: 

a. Move swiftly and transport loads through the air. 

b. Locate targets and recognise them. 

c. Hit targets accurate^v 

d. Cause destruction. 

e. Function independently of weather and darkocss. 

f. Defeat eaemy interference. 

g. Perfect coaawnicsrioBS froa groond to sir and fro« sir to air. 

h. Defend honXttttitotj» 

1.20 Chapter III contains recoounendadons of an organixatory character as fol- 
lows: 

a. Fundamental prindples for organisttion of resMfch. 

b. Cooperstion between sdence end the Air forces. 

c. Cooperstion between industry and the Air Forces. 

d. Adequate fadlities in the Air Forces for reseuch sad developaient. 

e. Induction of sdendic ideas into conunsnd sad stsff work. 

f. Scientific sad technological training of Air forces persoaaeL 

1.21 Further volmaes of dus general report contain individual stadies prepared 
by members sad collshomora of the Sdentific Advisory Group on the maia sdentific 

- topics. They may be used as a kind of gaide for the direction of äaure research, starting 
from the present state of the art toward the realm of the nnkaowa to be ravealed ia the 
yearstocotte. 
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ANALYSIS OF RESEARCH  PROBLEMS 

MOVI   SWIPTLY   AND  TRANSPORT   LOADS 
THROUOH   THI   AIR 

2.1 This fundamental problem can also be described as the problem of the aerial 
vehicle. It includes the design and construction of manned and unmanned aircraft, 
subsonic and supersonic. 

2.2 Looking back to the past, the aeronautical engineer certainly can be proud of 
the performance of the present day airplane. Speed, rate of climb, and rangi have becu 
multiplied by factors of considerable magnitude in the twenty-seven ye^rs since the 
end of the First World War. A great portion of the progress was achieved during the 
last decade in the six years of conadous preparation by the Army Air Forces and in 
the four years of actual warfare. However, if the problem of war in th« future is con- 
sidered, wc conclude that our best present type airplanes are still far from doing the 
job which they will have to achieve. 

RANM VS. SKID 

2.3 The two great problems of aerinl locomotion are range and speed. The ideal 
solution is a combination of both. 

2.4 Range is imperative because of the global character of aerial warfare. We have 
to wach enormous ranges, distances as great as hall of the length of the equator, in 
order to be able to attack and occupy points located anywhere on the globe. With the 
possible exception of an airplane driven by atomic energy, the design of aircraft to 
carry very heavy loads to shorter wt.^i is essentially the same problem, because of 
the interchangeability of fuel and pay load. 

2.5 Speed is imperative tor effective action, safety against enemy countermeasures 
from the ground, and superiority over enemy aircraft. 

^ b Hence, it appears that for the crystalliiatioa of our ideas concerning the de- 
sired performance of future aircraft, we have to see dearly the fundamental reUtions 
between range and speed. The ran^ of an airplane depends on three factcrs: (1) rat -. 
between drag and lift, (2) hid consumption pet unit thrust horsepower, and (3) ratio 
between the weight of the fad aad the totd wdght of the drplane, at the beginning of 
the flight. The first factor is determined by aerodynamics of the iarplane, the second, 
by aerothermodynanvics of the propulsive system, and the third, ty onstrucdoo -^ 

matcrid. 
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2 7 The cridcal factor is the liftdi»! »do, which decreases «brupdjr at tue »p. 
proach to sonic »eJodty and in the supersonic range nerer again attains the ftforable 
values reallied in the subsonic regime. B»en if we are rery optimisdc as to the future 
derelopments of our «iperson^c aerodjnumici. it it i«lwobel>le that the extreme 
rsnges possible for subaonic airplanes can be reaUied for superaonic planes. On the 
other hand, the belief that supersonic flight is restricted to extrencljr short r*^:«s is 
too pessimisdc. For instance, if atomic energy can be used for propulsiou. the nnge 
of jet and rocket planes will increase to unprecedented Talues. However, wen with 
present foela, improTements can be expected in the dcaiga of jet propulsion unit» 
which would bring the range of supersonic planes to 1500-2000 miles in the sub- 
stratosphere and 3000-3500 miles in the stratosphere. 
2.8 In the example represented by the diagram, the ranges are ahown for two values 
of the rado between fuel and inidal weight. 0.5 and 0.7. For the lift-drag rado and the 
thermal and propolaiTe cfidency of the propalahrc sjrMem, best current values are used, 
aid 'he flight is assumed to be carried out at the opdaram values. The ranges given are 
for level flight at 20,000 ft altitude; foci for take-off snd climb is not considered. 
2.9 The ranges realised or realisable with present engineering methods ant dis- 
cussed in detail in the rcpor. "The Airplane — Proapccts and Problems" bjr W. R. 
Sears and I. L. Ashkcnas, in the SAG report A*ndyti*$mia mmd Ainnjt Dtägm. The 
attainment of the valnea shown in the diagmm, page 15, necestitUM conaiderable im- 
provementa in acrodvimmics, both in the subsonic and superaonic ranges, and radi cal 
changes in the propulsion units used in the snpcrsotüc rang«. At supersonic speeds 
the frontal area of the eagine required for given thrust it the gmuest impeduhent I 
and must be greedy reduced. The ranges given in tb« «Uagtaa should be considered ; 
asgoalsof a syatemadc «fort of the next decade to be achieved by dose cooperation j 
between airplane and engine research groups. t 

AMUAM mm 
2.10 No attempt is made to write the tpeciicariont for the aircraft of 1965; how- 
ever, it appears pottibl« to indicate certsis general foncdonal nqnirsmenti of future 
aircraft. The following dastiicadon it bated on the naalytit^of the fonctiont of the 
Air Forcet given in paragraph 1.12. 

2.U The first funcdoo of the Air FOrcet it to reach swiftly, and hit with great 
destructive power, remoM targets. Two dattcs of aircraft will be oaed for this foscdon: 

a. An aiictaft which carries the aMaas of destznedon to the target and «etnrns to 
ft- u - or land, tt (OOM other predetstfloiaed base. This is the bomber in the proper 
sense of the word. 

b. An aircraft which it expendable and hitt the target by .means of remote control 
or automatic honing, Le., a pUotf^tt bomber. 

2.12      The dcTelopmen« ofbgipber sitenft. in the proper teas« of the word, will 
probably coatiane for A few yean the tread followed ia nceat yem;-- Howev«. it 
not enviaioned that boMbert wiU coadaue to grow l- *tac lacnaac of m» cannot 
continue to iacreoje tpM«! and range iedefiniMly. but may be aecessMy to permit cany- 
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ing Mifici'nt defensive anounent Such aimtment in the fumrc would mduHe radio- 
controlled high-speed missiles, launched from the bomber, which would serve a» 
fighter cover in case of necessity. The greatest increase of speed and range must be 
accomplished bjr improvements in aerodynamics and propulsive methods. 

2.13 In the field of pilotless bombers the goal is the intercontinental mi.^ile. 
We assume a t/stem of bases distributed in such a way that all possible target a/eas 
in the world can be reached by such missiles. Two types of pilotless bombers stauld 
be developed for this purpose. The first type should be a high-altitude, pilotless, jet- 
propcllcd bomber, with a speed equal to about twice the velocity of sound. This pilot- 
less bomber will carry either atomic or conventional bombs. Launched by rockett or 
lifted to high aldtndc by piloted airplanes, it will be capable of level flight up to a range 
of 2500 to 3000 milea. The second type aimed for should be un ultrastratospheric 
pilodcM bomber, equipped with wings, but not designed for level flight in the atmo- 
sphere. It should be endowed with extreme velocity during the «rcelcradcs period. 
The wings will be used for two purposes: (1) to increase the length of the tniectory, 
and (2) to secure a controllability which is not possible with the pure V-2 type pnv 
iectile. The propulsion of this type of pilotless bomber will be accomplished by the 
rocket prindplc. 

2.14 Atonic energy may be used for propulsion in both types of pilotless bombers, 
thus incnuiog their nuigM to an unprecedented extent. (Cf. 2.S 1 to 2.56.) 

2.15 To MCNC« air swpcriority various types of combat aircraft will be needed. 
Tactical requiwm—ts will determiae their design. The two principal categories 
wiU alw^t be bonlMn and flghtata, ahhougfa then will be ovcrtoppiog of the duties 
of tlMM, ■■« ptMCttt. aad eome bombers and fighters will alto be derdoped for highly 
spwiaUMd aniliary tuks. such as photorecoaiiaistaace. The very large batdeaUp of 
the air, bristUng with dafwuive armament, seems destined to give way ultimately to 
trnfllmr bombers having ■opcrior performance, fighter roatrol, etc. 

2.1« An impomnt problem is the development of special aircraft for airborne 
armies. The«« aircnlt most be capable of cruisiag at comparatively high speeds, whtte 
still retaining the aUlity to land and take of at sale, low speeds from smaU fields. 
Vigoroiu application of jet-assisted take-off, boundary layer control, high-lift devices, 
and decelentiondevkra on troop<arrier tircraft can makcthisposdUe. Troop^anier 
airplMM anut alao be apedally designed for rapid and easy loading and unloading of 
balky iteau ofgroond aqaipmeat 
2.17 Ewryimm of •qrfpmeat in the Army (natwsily, with the eacepdonof railway 

gon». naavy aaacoHt defonae guns, and the like) mast be air-transportable. However, 
Out nomtMr of difcrcnt types and sins of troo|Marrler aiiplanes «teveloped must be 
kept down to a pnetical minimam. There is immediate need for an overUl study « 
the weight and dimsnsinnal chancteristics of every itMB of equipment in the Aastf. 
Only a complatt study can «how wbs*t types and siaee of ftiture troop-carrier aircraft 
are nqnind to move the Arnv by air with gmm« poaribU eÄdancy. However, the 

entire Imfdoo of makivg the Army air-tnasponabU ma« not be aüov. ad to hii .»V ? 
^on tin aircrdi designer Th« must be e«abU»hed a ir-^ of control over tlie weigh« 
/  s-ddineBrioM of Army eqaliMM« to inwin that fowreaquipmeatwm be capable of 
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b«in. .«ricd in future aircraft. Thi. can be done and nm.t be done w.mcu. compro- 
Sr«'^" requiremenu in any way. The cargo a rplane and groo»d ^u.pn.en. 
SpnL. progrll. mu« be coordinated at frequent intenr.U by .n agency charged 
S The .pJfic LponaibU^ty of making the Army capable of moremen. by atr. 

2 18 Glider, were ».ed on a large .«de (and with gr<«t effectivene..) for .he fir,t 
doe in the airborne operation, of World War II. The derelopm«.. af güa.r. ..a 
gUder technique. mu,t be continued «nee. at the preaeot U«.. tlu... the vf^chttp. 
S. a«« acceptable method of Unding h^ equipment during the "»«•«.P^ 
an airborne operation. New glider development, .hould .ue.» the foUowing: ade- 
quate craah prwecdon for crew and cargo; low Unding 3^ed. «d — o**"*™™ 
device, for Aortening the length of Unding ground roU; r.P,d «uoadrng through 
wide, retr-lotding door.; adequate protection ag^nat-wuU arm. fire tot püofod 
copUot; greater aerodynamic and «ructurd efidead«. through th« use of high-lift 
de-ice. and meal conatruction; and the u« of a..iMd «keo* technique, for decrea.- 
inz the length of take-off run required by glMer-towpUne combinatioi».. New glider. 
(towed^ircMft) mu« be and am be «trily deri-ned for npid cooTerrion to low- 
powered tr*n.port.. Thij wül tUminaM Mme of ie major diortcommg. of glider» 
becauM ferrying to combat cheater, and we a« ahort-hwil tMn.port. between airborne 
miaron. will be pouible. The advantage of having tuch a tnasport. which can be 
earily and rapidly loaded and unioaded. for Aort-hmnl work imaMdUtely behind the 
Une. cannot be overemphariaed. Proraiiing new tMAaiqam for the asMuli Unding of 
heavy equipment mnst b« develop«! and «valnaMd «cticaUy. Importtat among thew 
arc the asaanU tmuport. the method of droppiag he«vy «qiiipin«» hf mawu of para- 
chate« and decelcradag rodua. aircM* with JMUOMU« cargo computmena. and 
rotary-wing aircraft. Stable (oonoadlUdag) puachntM with lower opening-load, 
mnat be developed for paratrooper.. 

1.19 The poMibility of attidu by dagle aircraft with diautrous effect make, the 
defenM of our frondera, indnctrial eqalpmeot. and bases one of the most important 
task, of the Air Forces. Piloted and pilotless interceptors are enviaeged as the main 
inatruments of defense. Speed and controlUbUity arc the main requirements for this 
type of aircraft- 

AIRODYNAMK PROUIMS 

2.20 Improvements in the lift-drag ratio proportionately increeac the range of 
an airpUne. Therefore, efforts skooid be coaceotnted to amio such improvemeats. 
in 1935, an eminent American aetodjrnamidst, who. irooksJly enoagh. later became 
rn..trumcntal in the development of the kwtear wing. d«cUfcd that in his opinion 
nt< more major progress can be expected in serodjmaiic adeace. He referred to t^e 
Uct that with the discovery of the wing theory, lift and dng became calcnUblc quanti- 
ties, and the performance of the urplaac could be iairly exa-^tly predicted. Also, the 
designer learned the roles of snreaaUning and methods of •lindiMdag ntpcrftttous 
drag by "deaning up" the airplane. By use of syttcjatic and dctaiirH Miad-riU!&el 
tests, this deaning up process became almott pettpct, so that focther ia<proven>eutt 
can be expected only in exceptional cases. However, even in the fciriy well etepiored 
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mbsonic «?e«d mnge. new pojsibiUcie« «ppetred with the dlicovery of the laminar 
wing section and the effbrtt to design an eficient flying wir.g. 

i.l I The concept of the laminar wing is based on the fundamental fa« that when 
the flow in the boundary layer of a surface moving in air h laminar, the surface friction 
is rery much less than in 'Se case when turbulent modon takes place in the same layer. 
Tue laminar wing sections which we are using in the present-day design. tiJea :■ to 
keep the boundary layer laminar over a portion of the wing surface by means cvf an 
•ppropriate shape of the section. This method was applied in the design of quite a few 
of our modern airplanes, with considerable success. The proposal was first received 
with skepticism. Several objections were raised; that the expected effects of drag re- 
duction could only be obtained if the wing surface is extremely tmooth, and that the 
beneficial effect could only be attained for small ralues of the lilt cocfident. thus 
restricting the benefit of the reduced friction to certaiu flight attitudes. Nevertheless, it 
appears that the initial successes of the laminar wing are so encouraging that in future 
ruearch we should strive to go the whole way, i.e., to try to secwrc iaminer flow in the 
boundary layer by positive measures along the entire wing and in a large range of 
angles of attack. It is known that theoretically this aim can be attained by the ao-called 
boundary layer controL Rciuta along this line arc already available, lor example, in 
the tests carried out by Professor j. Ackeret and his collaborators at the Technical 
University at Zurich. It is true that the process requires extremely uaooth surface!« 
with relatively narrow slots extending spanwise along the wing. This might cause 
practical diflicnlties (for example, in the case of idng). However, looking into th« 
future, extreme smooduMss might be realiied by materials now in the malting, an<( it 
will certainly be wcrth-wUlc to pot in a great amount of research work to eliminate 
other possible practical obüaclw. Tbete itcven the possibUity of «veamal elimination 
of conventional movable control surfaces, by use of boondaiy layer control to effect 
changes in lift and moment 
2.22 The same piit--^ :* .ji*km applied also to reductiOtu of the drag of airplane 
bodies, for «rsrsjrfs-. hollas with drcnlar cross sections. In the caa« of winga, it will 
be necessary to subdivide the wing into a number of compartments with individually 
regulated boundary layer controL In the caae of bodies, it might be auCdent to apply 
the control at a few critical cross sections. 

2.23 The fundamental idea of the flyLij wing is the eUmination of the purasitc 
drag com, abated by such pans of the aitplaee as do not produce lift The taiUess air- 
plane is an even more controversial subject than the laniioar wiag. As docs every 
unorthodox type, it introduces toiae new problems. The fact that the longitudinal 
control it placed in the wing involves oonttol force chanctcriadics which are dtftatent 
hr r. ^ose occurring in conventional airplanes. Much discussed problem« are the 
proper method of securing directional stabUity, and the beat arrangement for tweep- 
back. As a matter of fact, the dcrigns which have been prodncad op to now have nc: 
yet brought a final «ledakxa concerning the relative advamagM aad diaathmmagM of 
the flying wing and the taiUess tirpU^e. However, a» the global duuacMr of aerial 
transportation, and es|wdally aerial warfare, becomes man and mon trident, it is 
apparent that our prcaont airplanes are inadequate to meet the d«tt*ad for r»s»^. 
Therefore, the two methods proaairing eesential aciuaynamic progns«, namely 
boundary layer ccatrol and tailless deaign, should be cxplond with adeqaate facilities. 
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2.24 Tl.e l»rg* decrease io the value of the lift-drag redo at a Mach number of 
about 0.8 is due to the rather sudden increase of the drag of the airplane. This increase 
is essentially due to the fact that the relative velocity of the air locally becomes larger 
than the velodty of sound. Simultaneously with the increase of the drag, difficulties 
arc encountered, io most ^tses, iu the «tability and control of the airplane. Generally 
these phenomena pre designated as compresiibtlity effects; we prefer to use ine d .slg- 
nation "transonic problem." Obviously, in order to extend the speed limit of high 
speed airplanes, a thorough investigation of the aerouyaainic pheaomeoz in the tran- 
sonic range it needed. As a matter of fact, the aerodynamics of both the subsonic and 
supersonic ranges are better known than that of the transonic range, which extends 
approximately between the Mach numbers of 0.8 and 1.2. One reason is that the 
mathematical analysis is extremely difficult, since the flow around the airplane is 
partly subsonic and partly supersonic. Another great difficulty is caused by the unre- 
liability of wind-tuncel tiests in this range. Plight tests, dropping tests, and measure- 
ments on models carried by rockets arc the maJa sources for experimental information. 

2.25 Fighters and interceptors now it the making operate actually at the border 
of the transonic range. Hence, every method which is able to raise the limit of »he 
rapid drag increase is of greu. iotpomace. German scientists observed that increase 
of drag of the wing can be postponed to higher Mach numbers ty r Idem sweep- 
back. This method is genetnUy used now taAe design of fast fighters and in -ep.- 
Designers are staking m«MU to ndncc the excess weight and «h- d««Srulde» in stabU- 
ity and contral connecud with the swept-back wing shap*. However, this so) Jtion is 
not necessarily a inal on«. When omr knowledge of aerodynamic phem iuf .* in the 
transonic range has bean more irmly MtahUshed. we may fed jMthods for eiiminating 
the saparatkm of dM few bdiind the slNKk wave, and the fuadaaMiital^roablc. namdy 
the occurwnce of shock waves. In tiie mbsonic range aerodyoaaic naearch broaght 
rich renms. It can be «xpwtcd that the same process will repeat itaeif and will lead 
to the solatton of the tmuonic prcbUm. 
3.26 Dae of th« main qntsdooa in the sopcrsonic speed range ia the feaaibUity 
of long-range iifkl. The sapcrsonic airplane necessitates very Ugh wing loading 
with smaU sise of the wing. Hence, in moat cases, the volume available in the wing 
for fuel or pay load is very small, and » disproportion appears between the siaes of 
the wing and the fuselage In other woro», the resistance wf the body in comparison 
with the resistance of the wing ia much greater than it. the case of the coiventtecs« 
subsonic airplaiw. It appears that the beat solntion is ofsted by a faaelage of Urge 
feeneM ratio. A mher thoco^ liw^gadon of the prohtem was made by the Wen- 

tttc Advisory Gionp on this qneadon. These invesdgadona anggest that, assamtog a 
given ndo between fael and total wright and a certain space reqnired fo *******' 
d>e range is essentially a foncdon of the aldtode « which the supersonic fight takes 
place. The preceding «Ungnm. page 15. shows an example of the vartotica of «nr 
With ahtaKU. Th. KM appltodo- of Mch a .mperKmK drptone **»**£» 
bomb« (tt 2.1 J). Simil« W« of P^-nonic ^ne. wiU serve M pUo^nm- 

ceptors (tt 2.19). The bM speed range tor the latter device may be ..twee« 1.2 

and 1.5 daas aowwl vaiodty. t   ..   _. 
2 27 The iaa that i« the case of «he *uperJoui: «rplane, the body rr^sttnee 
c^Httrih-« a «ladvrfy'Urg« portion «o th» tt*d dra^ than in the case of sab«)nic 



plane, cd,, for study of «n .11-wing design. Howeyer, .upcrwrnc fhght requires wings 
with small thickness-chord «do. Hence, one can create sufhdent space only by using 
a wing shape of very smaU aspect ratio. It is fortunate that, in the süpertonic «ngr. 
triangular-shaped wing, give relatively high lift-drag «do. in companaon wtth other 
plan forms. Hence, for tinned intercepto« a series of aU-wing airplane, should be 
tried, eventually with a small cockpit for a pilot. Such a serie. .hould extoui !:'«* a 
:atllcM airplane similar to thr Me.l6J to pure triangular-diaped »irplmn*.. 

2.28 Beddes the lift and d«g properuts, the quertion, of «ability and control 
are the most important. The change of the flow «gimc introduces dlftculde« in the 
tnnsonic range. But also in the pu« rapcnonic range, very Utde is known about the 
efficiency of aerodynamic control .urface. and control force.. This Md needs thor- 
ough explondon by all means available, stardng with wind-tunnel tetu and ending 
with flight t«tt.. Po.Mbly in addidon to convendonal meaa^ diipUcemeott of weights 
or direct control of the pressure distribudon by modificadon of th« flow, as in the case 
of boundary layer control, are neceuary. 

2.29 The difficulde. of landing are nuich more serious for .uperaonlc than for 
subsonic airplanes becauae of their high-wing loading. The wing loading decrea.es 
with alutude and supersonic airpiane* dedgned for nratocphcric flight may land 
without special devices. However, .ynemadc invettigadon. a« oecMauy of high-lift 
device, .uitable for UM on the thin, .harp-nosed airfoil, that are dttinMc for anpcr- 
wnic flight. Thi. rnn« include the problem of raidng the maximiiiii lift of triangiülar, 
low-aspect-ndo wings, and {MuticnUrly of radKing the cxnwncly large aagles at 
which rach wing, now attain their majdmnm lift. In addition, device« such a. rockeu, 
which product umnltaneooaljr dcceletatoty thnut and increaM of lift for the short 
period of landing .hould be nndled. 

niopuuivi niOHiMS /   . 

2.30 All our airplane, actually ued in theAwar were pmpclled by propeller, 
driven by redprocadng eoginc&. However, the progress niadt in the field of jet pro- 
pnldon and gas turbines and the experience gathered in Grat Britain and Germany, 
and alto with our own experimental jet-propelled aitplanesl enable us to choose the 
be« propuldon qr«em for any future project In broad linetphe merit of a propulsive 
qr«em is determined by two figure« the weight which has *• be installed in the air- 
plane for unit thnut-horsepower, and the fuel conmunpdon per thnut-horsepower- 
hour. It i. evident that for fiigfat of short duradon, «nail engine weight has the demr- 
ir'i:^ influence; for long dundon flight, low fuel consnmpdon is mure essential. 
Fuel consnmpdon per thnut-horsepower is determined by the «flkienqr of the engine 
and the propulsive efiidency of the system. At the present moment the reciprocaLcji 
engine is still more economical than the gas tarbiac, and at snbeonic speeds the p:o- 
peUer has higher propulrivn «fficisacy than the jet. However, looking into the future, 
the following conridcradons appear important. 

2.31 It appean to bit rather dificult to attain radical ivj-rovements in tbv siödeAcr 
of redprocadng eaginek, whereas a wide open fie)d is available for iaaprovemetit* 
in the case of the gas tvUn^ Hence, aCotts shonid certuinljr be coaceatratH on 



devclopk^ the gas turbine for propeller drive, iu order to secure the advantages of 
light weight, freedom from vibration, and reduction of nacelle drag connected with 
this «ystem. Between the various engine systems, an intensive competition can be 
exp«cted, to reach the best fuel economy at the lightest possible weight and the smallest 
space requirement. yw, 

2.32 The pMM gas turbinedias the advantage of simplicity, light weight and s'/iall 
dimensions. The reciprocating engine has at present an advantage over the MMflc^M   ^ > /• 
MdMac chiefly due to its utilixauon of higher pressures. However, it should be pointed 
out that the advantage of the reciprocating engine holds for the cruising condition 
only, but at maximum power output the gas turbine equals or surpasses the reciprocat- 
ing engine in fuel economy. -f  / 

2.33 There are many ways of improving the performance of the pun gialnihhn, 
for instance: 

a. Higher combustion temperature. 

b. Higher pressure ratio. 

c. Improving the aerodynamic efficiency. ^A'''<   ^    "—'""^     //   ' 

d. Intercooling betweeb compressor stages. 

e. Reheating the air between turbine stages. 

f. Use of separate turbine for propeller drive. 

g. Regeneration by the use of a heat exchanger to extract heat from the tur- 
beine exhaust, and utiliie this heat to warm the air entering the combusdon chamber. 

These improvements involve partly metallurgical problems in search of better ma- 
terials, partly aerodynamic problems, finally design problems to avoid undue penal- 
ries in site, weight, and complerig.           -       

2.34 Improvement of reciprocating engines appears possible by utilization of 
somewhat higher pnasure ratios, but in the pnn reciprocating engine this tends to 
be offset by loss of heat in the exhanat. ^^riUtoag development is the so-called 
compound engine in which the ezluuitt of a reciprocating engine drives • gat turbine 
which feeds back into the drive shaft. In this WET the pistons of a reciprocating en- 
gine are used partly to drive a crankshaTt and partly to serve as a gas generator for 
driving a gas turbine. The free piaton-type of engine represenu the extreme in this 
compounding principle. In this system the pistons are uaed solely as gaa generators, 
and the products of combnadon are used entirely to run a gas turbine. Both the com- 
pound engine and the free piston engine have not been explored enough to fudge their 
ultiu-iC possibUiries. 
2.35 With the practical realiradon of the fla» mrbinc, the entire field of propul- 
sion, aerial, maritime, and ground transportation came into a revolntionarr stag«. 
Science and industry are feveri«MT working on the analysis of related aerodynamic 
and thermodynamic phenomena, mproveanent of materials and construction. Un- 
doubtedly in this fiele' the Air Forced will receive in the next decade the benefit of 
many developmenta initiated by others. However, it will He necessary to py. in«!.-. 
try orientation in the direction of requiraments of fLj Air Vorce«. Many of 'hste re- 
quirements involve spedal problems in which indusny in any case might not b« 
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pnourily ia.ere...d. for ex«npl.. perform.oce .. e«rem. dti.ud. .nd Urge exce„ 
power for short diutdon. 
2,6      Jet propulrioa will be gene«Uy wed for tranwaic .nd «.per^nic .peed«. 
i.e.. in the .Jeed.r.ng. where the propul*. efficiency of the ^ '   «•P««'»' «o th.t 
of the propeller. Howeyer. the light weight of jet device, miiy )~ufy the* u.   -ho 
« lower .peed.. For example, combing propeU«- «d jet drir. ^1^.0 «rpl.n. 
to cruiw economiadly with the propeller drive .t lower .pe-d .na reach high .peed, 
for »hort duration by mean, of additional jet propulrion. 
2 37      The variou. jet-propnlwon ^Mem. udUiing hydrocarbon foci* in the «- 
ino.phere .re lirted in the SAG report r^ W* Sumi, Theodow by Von Karman. 
a. follow.: 

/-- 

> 

Ga. turbine + duhed Ian + |« 
Ga. turbine + j« 
Continuou. jet, compreauon by aerodynamic ram 
Intermittent jet 

2. J« The chief limitation, of uhe motorjet are those auodated with the redpro- 
nting engine. Since the reciprocating engine ha. a large frootal area in compariton 
with the gu turbine, unitt of torge iK>wer b«»m« difficuü to accommodai« in the duct. 
The motorjet if conridcred a Wiaidon Mage between the convendonal engine-pto- 
peUer combination and the MSMM^ It i. not contddend. thanfof«. an imporuat 
item in . long-range propoUion program. It i» inMrerting I» note that thc9a|Mne.e 
alw> had a motorjet which they considered an interim jet motor pmdiag development 
of the ga. turbine. 
i.39 Tn the turbofkn the gas tnrUnc drives, berides its own coinpreisor, a larger 
compreMor or bn in a duo. It appears to be a promising dewlopmcnt for filing the 
speed range between the tnrbopropcller and tnrbojet It has the advaamg• of greaur 
effidescy over the turbojet in the high subsonic or transonic speed range because it 
move, a larger nuw. of air. It also has the advantage over the tarbopcopellcr in the 
aame range becaiuc the use of shroude«: Sns avoids the tip losses which propeller, 
have at high Mach number. Thjwc has bc«n very little development on «his system up 
to the present, and much applied research is needed; for enapU, wimUuuwl testing 
atjransonic speeds on gas turbine • dncttd fan combicadons in varioos dna arrange- 

«.-it      The turbojet development of the last fore years proved the prudcabUhy of 
the .ystem beyond doubt, and realised conrid»rab!c progress both in the sbw of unit, 
and in fuel economy. On the other band, many problems an muohwdlud call for ia 
tenrive reMarcfa. In addition to the probleau related generally to gaMHMM and tiü- 
cuMed above, two method, of prodn<.ing excrss thrust arc under invwdgadoa; after- 
burning in the toil pii>c and ivid iniecdon. \t present raqnirMMMi of Ugh «htnst 
for a given frontal arm and of foci economy arc conBcffos, which coiutkm: a £./. 
cuhy for the applicadoL' of current turbojet, to snpRiiouic aitienfti Howcvc:, possi 
bilides for further imprc vementjphow d^nitc promise of eUmlnating this dUkuhy 
and should make future tiwbojcft applicaU« to supersonic light provided saficient 



/ ;..'   ■     ■    "-  - ■.,   , .■'    '.,\   -j;.//-'  y-    "■•'('   '      '"'"   "     "" r'  "'    "''"'■ 
de\ elopmcot is conceotrtttd on the tubject. SiAce turbojeis have an exceiieat propnl*' i 
sioo efficiency at supersooic speeds, the effort of adapting them to this speed r&age   j 
should bring valuable returns. Supersonic aerodynamics applied to the blade de? 
sign of compressors and gas turbines also should bring worth-while gainsjWor use in 
pilotless airplanes, expcudable turbojets should be developed to have an eo^ur^nce 
only slightly greater than that required by their mission. 
2.41 With increasing flight velocity, the inlet air pressure to a turbojet compressor 
increases due to ram compression. When the aircraft is flying at sonic velocity, the 
ram pressure is approximately twice the atmospheric pressure and an efficient duct 
design is able to utilize a high percentage of this pressure. For supersonic velocities 
beyond Mach number 2, the air pressure due to ram compression can be many times 
the atmospheric pressure and wc can well dispense with the mechanical compressor 
and hence the turbine of the turbojet. The unit will then consists of an entrance air 
diffiisor, the combustion chamber, and the exit nozzle. This is ths ramjet. The ramjet 
is thus essentially a supersonic propulsive power plant. Its practicability at supersonic 
velocities is already demonstrated. The present theoretical calculetioa shows that for 
flight Mach numbers exceeding 2, the specific fuel consumption of tbt ramjet could - 
be as low as two pounds pi." hour per pound-thnut.^This is comvarable with the 
specific fuel consumption of the turbojet. However, the ramjet has the further advan- 
tage of light weight due to much simpler construction and higher thrust per unit fron 
tal area due to the higher combustion temperature permitted by the absence of   ' 
stressed moring parts.    >V ^^. i "r>'-   */  '^'. "'"^y'.'i   ''■''' "':"'!"t' ^"^' 
2.42 It seems then that the ramjet is the logical power (flant fof supersonic flight 
with speeds greater than twice the speed of sound. Of course for short duration 
boost, even applications at subsonic or transonic speeds may be considered. How- 
ever, here the fuel consumption of the ramjet is high. Furthermorcthe drag of the duct 
when not in use is very large. Therefore, if a turbojet or «MMMTI* the main power 
plant of the aircraft, then a wiser plan is perhaps to inject fuel into the tail pipe of the 
main engine for obtaining a short burst of large thrust. 
2.43 For supersonic application, it is essential to reduce -the frontal area of the 
duct for low drag. This means a small combustion chamber cross section and high 
flow velocity. Effident-and intense heat release at high flow velocity is one of the most 
urgent problems^n rahjet developm^r.t. This problem and the problem of efficient 
diliusor and exit nozzle design have to be solved by concentrated efforts with the help 
of high speed -wind tunnels. 
2.44 The high fuel coniumption of ramjets at subsonic velocities is due to the low 
pressure in &t combustion chamber obtainable by ram. By carrying out the combus- 
tion in a confined chamber, like an explosion, the pressure at the end of combustion 
can be raised. This is the pulstet. Its feasibility was first demonstrated by the engine 
of the German V-l flying bomb. This type of engine in itt present form has a foti 
consumption between the ramjet «nd the turbojet in the subsonic and transonic range. 
Thus, its advantage in simplicity compared with the turbojet is counterbalanced by 
the high fuel Consumption. Therefore, *e answer to the question of whether it will b* 
used for propelling pibtless aircraft in these speed rang" depend« oa two .'acto*-. 
(1) the development of .timple expendable turbojet u-uc», and (2) the possiHiity of 
improving the fuel economy by improved injection and combustion methods. 
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2.45 At supersonic speeds, the present type of pulsöjet with the spring valve 
is definitely interior to the ramjet. However, theoretical considerations show the 
possibility of removing the valve and depending on the inertia of the air column for 
valye action. If this could be done, then the performance of puls^jet would be com- 
parable witlVihat of the ramjet. Here the choice between puls6jet and ramjet :? diffi- 
cult because of present meager knowledge of these power plants. Only conarued 
experiments can answer this question. 

2.46 Jet-propulsion devices using chemical propellants without the benefit of 
the atmospheric air are called rockets. The combustion in the rocket motor is made 
possible by having the oxidizer and fuel contained either in a single compound or 
in separate compounds. In the first case, we have the monopropellant; in the second 
case, the multipropellant. Since the oxidizer is carried in the propellant, where 
as for the thermal jets, the oxidizer, oxygen, is supplied by the atmosphere, the specific 
consumption cf propellant is much higher for rockets than for thermal jets. For 
rockets, this value is generally 14 to 16 lb/hr/lb-thrust. However, the rockets have 
two distinct advantages when compared with other types of jet-propulsion devices: 
First, the installed weight per pound of thrust of the power plant, excluding the pro- 
pellant, is extremely small. Jrcr instance, the power plant weight for the V-2 rocket 
is only 0.03 Ib/hr/lb of thrust. The second advantage is that the thrust of the rocket 
is independent of the forward motion and the a^itude. In fact, the thrust of the rocket 
even increases slightly with increase in altitude. These characteristics of the rocket 
motor immediately indicate that their most efficient applications must be either (l) 
for short operating duration so that the total weight of the power plant plus the fuel 
is small in spite of the heavy consumption, or (2) at extremely high altitudes so that 
no other power plant can produce sufficient thrvst. 

2.47 As far as chemical energy is concerned, no great advance can be expected 
in increasiug the heat value of the propellant so as to reduce specific consumption. 
The future development must rely on detailed improvement of the characteristics of 
the propellant so that a more compact and efficient power plant can be designed. 

Since gas propellants require bulky conuiners, they are impractical for use in 
aircraft. Therefore, we are restricted to solid and liquid propellants. The solid pro- 
pellant may be the lightest unit if th» «rinlication calls for very short duration, for 
example, one to 3ö secondi. Such applications are: assisted take-off, launching of 
pilotless aircraft, and boosting of aircraft during flight. Such boosting may be neces- 
sary when the aircraft has to pass through the sonic range of velocity. For short- 
time solid-propellant rockets are able to develop t vety high thrust. If the application 
rMf '"T somewhat longer duration, the liquid-propellant roJtet will be, in general, 
more desirable. There are three methods of feeding the liquid propellant into the 
rocket motor, namely: by use of a pressurixed gas, by means oi • gas generator whicl- 
produces the necessary gu pressure, and by pumping. The first method can be appüvd 
only for very short duration. For loaf er duration, one of the two other methods must 
be applied where the gai generator may be simpler in design and construction than 
the pump. 
2.48 If the rocket i.i to operate in the dense Uf.o$pbtrt of lower «liifides, a» 
in th   case of andaircrafv missiles, the drag of the missile is of primary important:». 
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We wish .o reduce the'fronUl .re. .od. h-ce, ** vo.um« of d,: «««He. Then .he 

r^rre::: ^::^zz^ ^ ^e», .he dr.g or^ mis.le 
TofZlry imponancc. Then, .he propeil.nt should h.ve .he hughes, .m; ah. 
per un . weigS. A. present, .he bes. propell.n. in .his respect .s .he !lqa.d oxygen 
^d l^uid hydrogen co-nbina.ion. The extremely low .emper.mre of the hqu.d 
hlogen may cause difficulties in .he design. A more pr.c..c.l cho.ce m.y be .he 
combination of liquid oxygen and liquid hydmine. 
2 49 For more efficient design of the liqu.d-pfop.lUn. rockets, improvements 
can be expeCed when we h.ve a bener undersunding of the cotflbusnon .nd the flow 
in the motor. The cooling of the motor should be p.rticul.rly stud.edforbu.ld.ng long- 

duration rockets. 
2 50 In case of soiid propeil.nt rockets, our .im in research .nd development 
should be a more versatile propeil.nt or a series of propelUn« which c.n cover the 
ran« of applictioos a, to operating dunttion «nd opening .mb'ent tempor.ture. 
Much reduction of the unit weight en be «chieved by reducing ib« pressure .n - 
motor during burning without cusing unstable combustion. 

2 J1 Since the end of the w«r, the importwee of atomic energy has become more 
and more evident. Without doubt extensive research will be done in ail countries with 
the goal of using atomic energy as a source of power. Fromme point of view of «.r- 
craft propulsion the problem is centered on the questionffSn we replace the com- 
bustion chamber of a rocket or a thermal jet by a nuclear reaction chamber? In the 
case of the rocket we have to .wnsfer the heat released by the nuclear reaction to «n 
appropriately related working fluid, in the . .s« of the thermal jet, to the air. 

2.52 The pudear process in a system containing fissionable atoms, for example, 
a unmium'^kfis characterized by the so-called multiplication factor. This factor 
indicates the increase of the number of neutrons produced by nuclear fission for 
every free neutron present in the system at a given time. If the multiplication factor 
is larger than unity, ? chain reaction occurs. The number of neutrons, the number of 
atomic fissions, and the amount of released energy increase exponentiallr with time. 
If the multiplication factor is smaller than unity, the process stops. The first c»se 
corresponds to an explosion in a combustion chamber, the second case is analogous 
to an expiring flame. Hence, in order to substitute release of atmoic energy for steady 
fuel combu^doc, one needs a system in which the multiplication factor is exactly one. 
One needs a method which regulates the process in such a wav that the multiplication 
factor is kept with suSciem accuracy at a value equal to unity. 

2.53 As a matter of fact, such systems are dready operating, for insunce, in the 
manufacturing process of plutonium. However, they operate at the present time at 
low temperatures and ans relatively heavy. At the level they now operate, they would 
be prohibitive for any aircraft or propulsive device. To be fätft tiie consumption of 
material per kilowatt hour is negligible, practically zero. HnwmWi the initial w?<ght 
is large^yPy usa.nf rnnn-ntrataJ fissianahl«! mitasial i'n inaighl nan i iimiiity *" "" 

«i «.tiicli «ha »«I—f nf hiiat qjtea place will bt im fill  However, two great impedi- 



PROBUMS IN MAIUMALS 

2.58 Aitcntt auwerift!« hut be«« pcrf«ct«d coodnnowly and o«w i-ii>wc;al» 
ftadi«d with mach pronÜM. Neveriutis«, it can be ^^d that we do ajt y*t bt.'? 
the ideel uuterial whidi would fitlill both the Mquinmcntt for fttrngth and for 
aerodfnamic belnYlof- Whes:et>, for alow airplaite« it wan •cfidcat that the efcudc 

//„ 

ments would remain: (1) The amount of fisuonablc material required for the process 
represents a very high cost and ioTestmcnt in comparison to the power used in any 
mission of a pilotlesf aircraft. (2) The strong neutron and gamma radiadoa makes 
the application in a piloted tircraft difficult if not impossible. 

'2.yl "Howevsr, Ctomic engtnecfliDg Is ätlEf bcgfnnilig oflt» history^.adl; i-.»tc 
Expected that if the problems are dearly recognised they will also be solved. Ew'dendy 
the first sage of development is finished: We have systems with a tremendous ratio be- 
tween energy available for release and weight. However, we have no possibility, as 
yet, of releasing energy at any reasonable rate without using a minimum amount of 
material which represents an immense reservoir of energ&put of all proportion to the 
energy actually n aeded for one light, with the exception oflthe case in which the same 
fissionable matter is used both for propulsion and warheadlJAsauming that the problem/ ! ^ 
of energy release is solved, the following situation wonltTbe realised aa far as li&tm ( < 
propdlaion is concerned.          -' 
2.55 In the case of the rocket ship, which does not use air, a working iuid has to 
be carried in the rocket. One will choose the lightest gas, i.e., hydrogen, since for 
the same energy released, i^drogen will give the greatest exhaust velocity and, there- 
fore, the greatest thmst per unit weight of material consumed. It is eadmated that if we 
are able to produce anfidendy high temperatnrca and high prcssnras, the thrust pro- 
duced per unit weight of consomed material c^nld be made aboot ate times the present 
vAlue. This would increase miinlliia thitiy times the range of V-2 type rockets using 
chemical propellaats and would moke rocket navigation possible up to the highest 
altitudes beyond the stratosphere. The "satellite" ia a definite possibility. 
2.56 If the snbedtBdon of nudaar reaction chambers for foelcombnsdon chambers 
in nunjets and tnrboiets is fcariUe, the quesdoa of range would automatically be 
solved. In other words, if a jet-propelled aircralt with atomic combustion chamber 
could carry itself in the atmoaphere, k would have practically infinite range, since in 
fuel conanmpdon is practically MTO. Vor this purpose an atomic engine weighing as 
much as eight or nine pounds per brake-horsepower would be acceptable for use in 
large bombers for subsonic fiight, b« for greater perfonsance. auch as supersonic 
speeds, a better specific engine weight would be naceaaary. This weight must indnde 
all moderators and regnüating device;, .ad radiation ahieldiag. 
2.57 The application oS atomic energy to the pfopolaion of nmnned airplanes will 
probably be oat of the question far a very long time because of the difficulty of protect- 
ing effidently the personnel *r»m the disastrous effects of radiation. The necesaaty 
shielding, at feast at present, implies prohibitive weight. However, for a pllotUss air- 
piane there are definite possibilitief. The problem should be attacked urgently and 
with adeq<"<** t-ersonnel an«? nuarn. 
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limi, of .be m..eri.l b« no. surp...ed. for highspeed .irpUne, u .s e.e.nu.l .ha, .he 
e^n micT/pe of wing .nd body b. m.in«ined wi.h . min.n.un. of deform..^. 
ÄT^ io«I wvine».. A.«.. . ^riecüj «nooth surf.« .. nece.^ry .od .he 

o"3.y of keeping the .urface .mooü. in ..cice. Th** r^m^ement. «11 for .m- 
L emen-!n p^penie. of known m.teri.U or di^oj.ry of nW m«eml, of iow 
^dfiTweigh. «well .. dcelopmen. of method, of f.bric«on .nd pr.ducuo. .o 

take full »dvunttge of the material propertie«. 
2 59 Another equally important requirement i. the development of high-temper.- 
cure material, for ga. turbine, and jet propulrion device.. Great advance, have been 
achieved during the pa« five year». However, the inv««iga«on. were generally made 
by purely em^rical method., without conrideradoc of the fnnJameattl character 
of the .olid .täte of metal, from the phyridf. point of view Thi. more fundamental 
approach will definitely open way. to new horuon. in a field where old concep» 
and method, .eem to yield diminishing return.. For application u-> iadrndnaldexgn, 
a dowr under.tanding of the particular requirementt in each caM wiU alM aid greatly 
in material development. We miut choow among the muldtnde of m...enal properties 
(such as elawidty. pla«id.-> yield cluracterirti«», impact «trength. fatigue strength, 
etc.) the mo« important one. tor a given derigo. and not require the optimum in 
every a.pect. Thi. mean» a dowr analyri. of the ttrcMCS of machine part., especially 
under dynamic and high thermal «reu conditions 

2.60 An entirely new posdhility i. the introducdoo of ceramic, as a conrtruction 
material. Ceramic, are pardcnlady heat redMant. as the aaldng pointt of the« mate- 
rial, are geoeraUy much higher than those of the mctala. However, the strength of the 
ceramic« oow known i. asually too low to be used for highly stnssed parts. On the 
other hand, ceramics have not been developed for s«ch purposes before, and much 
remains to be learned. Two point» need to be mmdonsd pardcnlarly: (1) The co». 
per pound of the ceramic material for machiae putt could be many dmes that of the 
industrial ceramic materials now used, and thus the posdble choice of baut com- 
ponents is much wider. (2) The ceramic, can be wed as a coadmg on metallic part», 
and thu. the temperature resisdng property could be combined with the high «rength 
property. 

2.61 A different approach to the problem of increaaing the inlet gas temperature 
ita gas turbine» donu«» of cooling the parts of the eagiiM exposed to high tempera- 
tures. The cooling problem brings up new rcquiraneatt for the mattrial. Thermal 
conductivity and thermal extension may become mon impoitant than creep at high 
temperatures. The recendy propoud method of cooliag by iniccdag the coolant 
tnrough a porous material will promote the devctopmeat of new alloys. 

2.62 In rocket motors the need for high tempcrntura redtdug aiaMric! has gro»'" 
with the increadng demand for longer duration of operadoa. la view of the very high 
temperature involved in the ci>üibn«ion of rocket foals, Uquid-cooicd chamber, 
and notale. have been iu«d for loag-duradon uaits. The erodoa of ths aosde has been 
a very difficult problem fzom the material point of view. It seems, fco^tver, the; !.ro»if»p 
occurs only if the temperature of the snrfoce reache« p~. ic critical value. Ntmles sa»-' 
of very soft material (aluadaum) have been used raccMdulljr whea properly cooled. 
It appears that the con«Ud.r>os the material should satisfy to operate ptoper'y in »liquid- 



cooled iia.'i «re different ftom those required for «n uncooled unit. In the first case, 
metals can be used almost exclusively. Thermal conductivity, thermal extension, and 
machineability sure the essenual factors in this case. In the second case, most metals 
will not stand the combustion chamber temperature, and the use of high melting point 
metals (tungsten, molyLJecum, tantalum) and of ceramic materials seem* :? bf- 
justified. 

2.63 In the design of nuclear reaction chambers, quite different characteristics 
of the material must be considered, especially the absorption of neutrons, alpha 
particles, and radiation, combined with high temperature. 

ROTAftY-WINO AIRCRAFT 

2.64 No mention has been made so far of r^ccaft different from the airplane type. 
Certainly rotary-wing aircraft, in spite of is tinnitations, h*v« military applica- 
tions in airborne operations, as well as * 1 «pecial duties such as rescue, liaison, 
etc. The application of jet propulsion to ro. ry-wing aircraft is worthy of further in- 
vestigation, and other fc-^ ? c* rotary-wing aircraft, such as the cydogyro atad gyro- 
dyne, should be more fully i^ \u/cd, A somewhat fantmatic idea is a helicopter driven 
by atomic energy, which could serve as an obscrvaUon station for a very lung period 
of time at considerable alrtude, reporting data to the ground or to an airplane. 

AIRSHIPS 

2.6} The airthip is in priadjtle a slow-vclodty aerial Tchide, with the advantage 
of large cargo carrying capadty. Aerodynamic Jevdopment and devdopment in 
propolaion may considerably increase the speed of the airship. Since the greatest 
portion of the drag of an ainhip consists of skin friction, laminar boundary layer 
control may cause a very essential reduction of the drag. Anoiher less important im- 
provement could be derived from a rear propeller drive, consisting of shrouded pro- 
pellers located in the stern of the ship. Boundary layer control, of courae, would 
probably req^re a construction material suitable for forming a smooth surface with 
sufficient local strength. 
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3.1 In order to accomplish its mission the Air Forces must not only be tble to 
move swiftly and transport loads through the air but the movement must be directed 
to bring the aircraft or missile and its means of destruction from a base to the vicinity 
of a military target which may be anvwhers on the globe. The target must then be 
recogniied. The technical problem is one of locating two objects, the aircraft or 
missile, and the target, with respect to some frame of reference and of bringing the 
two locations in coincidence by guiding the aircraft or missile. It is convenient to 
consider the problem in three successive phases: (1) Reconnaisjukdce, or obtaining 
advance knowledge of where urgets are to be found so that an attack may be planned; 
(2) navigation, or guiding the aircraft or missile from the base of operations to the 
vicinity of the target; and (3) recognition of the target immediately prior to its attack. 

RKONNAISSANCI 

3.2 The basic frame of reference for locadog targets is an accurate an 1 precise 
survey map of the earth's sur&ce, but before targets can be located on a map, we must 
first know that they exist. The first procedure will undoubtdely be to make factual 
surveys of enemy inductiy, transportation systems, and military installations by the 
usual methods involving agents traveling within enemy territory, study of prewar 
economic data, and similar methods. The next step is to obtain information by recon- 
naissance flights of aircraft or missiles using every known method of aiding the senses 
of man, including aerial photography, radar, heat detectors, detectors of radioactive 
materials, etc. The enemy will try to disguise his main factories and other installations 
by camouflage and decoy targett and will try to interfere with the operation of our 
scientific aids, for example, by providing smoke screens and by electronic jamming. 
We must, therefore, employ a variety of r.itcns, comparing the results of one against 
the othcii. This problem of determining precisely where the target is located in the 
first place requires the judgment which can only be supplied by the human brain, 
and cannot be entrusted wholly to any single mechanism as may perhaps be possible 
in the navigation and attack problems. 

AIMAL mOTOORAPHY 

3.3 If accurate maps of the ener-iy's territory are not already available they must be 
provided by our own forces and the most feasible method is by means of aerial photo- 
graphy. Methods of acriti photography have been highly developed and will cofirtane 
to be useful even if airenft fly faster and higher. It may h^pen that dittcntry i» wr- 
perienced with clouds And hate in which case radar mrunoos can be uaed as discussed 
in the next section. Maps made from aerial photographs may or may not show the 
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actu.l locrion of «11 possible targets but they will show the shape and location of cities, 
imporcant rivers, coastlines, mountains, and other natural features and they will serve 
«i the basic frame of reference for location of strategic and other fixed targets. 

3 4 Aerial photogr»-.hy is also useH for detailed sunreilJance of enemy territory 
tnd for the dettal-« of specific military targets The long period of t^.- ? w.h i« 
available for the study of rconnaissance data usually enubles the detection öf .'.etiys 
and camouflage and permits exact location of the target. Concealment by camouflage 
can generally be defeated by color photography or stereoscopic photography, both of 
which have been highly developed. Few pigments useful for optical camouflage match 
the colors of the surrounding territory so perfectly that they cannot be detected by 
color photography with suitably selected filters. Ste'eoscopic photography enables the 
detection of the relative heights of objeas in the field of view which cannot be changed 
by application of paint. 

RADAR SURVEYS 

3.) Useful maps can b* ir«ade by photographing the indicator scope of an airborne 
radar and the detail is greater the narrower the radar beam, i.e., the shorter the wave 
length for a given antenna siie. It is, in fact, desirable to provide fpedal reconnaissance 
radar equipment in a spedal aircraft whose esprcM function it to provide large and 
clear map-like presenutions of the terrain suitable for photographing. Such records 
are useful not only for making the usual line maps but as guides to bombardiers when 
radar methods of bombing arc used. Radar reconnaissance can be nude at night and 
through clouds. It penetrates the neu and cloths commonly used as camouflage mate- 
rials, and may even penetrate natural cover like forests under certain conditions. 

3.6 Cities and large industrial installations arc usually cuily detected in radar 
photographs. Smaller targets can be detected under suitable background conditions. 
Objecu surrounded on one or more sides by water such as bridges, piers, ships, etc., 
arc easily detected by modern radar equipment. 

HIAT SURVEYS 

3.7 Underground installations cannot be detected either by aerial photography 
or by radar, and other means must be sought Any large industrial plant uses consider- 
able amounts of power which is eventnally turned into heat by friction in the machines, 
losses in electric motors, electric lights, air compressors, etc. la an underground plant 
t'p ^->at must be conveyed to the surface through a suitable ventilating system except 
in very unusual circumstances. The hot «ir exhaust pipe may be detected by sensitive 
heat meters carried in reconnaissance «ircrait The same equipment is effective : 
detecting optically camouflaged industrial plants and in diffcrendadng between real 
and decoy targets. 

ACOUSTIC METHODS 

3.8 The present war MW the development of sonobuoys for detecdng the preseoce 
of submanaes. These devices dropped from aircraft into the sea contain microphones 



to pick up underwater noiae and a radio transmitter to relay the information to the 
reconnaissance aircraft. It is practicable to use simiW devices against surface and 
underground urgets which give off considerable noise as is the case for many types 
of industrial plants. 

MAONITSC MITHODS 

3.9 The present war has also brought the development of magnetic methods of 
detecting submerged submarines. In principle the same methods should be applicable 
to the detection of underground factories. Because of their short range of detection 
these devices ere not st present highly practicable for this puipose. 

ATOMIC POWIR PLANTS 

3.10 Pliifts engaged in the manufacture of materials for atomic bombs or atomic 
power plsnts may be detected not only by the heat given off but by the «pedal types of 
radiation from them whicL oenetrates considerable thicknesaes of earth. Suitable 
airborne equipment can probably be designed for the detection of such radiation. 

NAVIGATION 

3 11 Having fixed the geographical location of the enemy targets the new step it 
to bring the aircraft or mitaile to the vicinity. The central problem of naWgadon is to 
determine quickly and accurately the geographical poaidon of an aircraft. The ideal 
situation \% to have available continuously the position of the aircraft regardless of 
wMiner conditionf, preferably in the form of a plot on a map showing the history of 
the flight up to the present moment. A« the speed of the aircraft increaaea, the time 
required to obtain the poaidon must be reduced. For oample, an aircraft lying at 1200 
miles per hour tiavercea 20 miles in one miniite, and it would be neceaaary to reduce 
the time to less than three aeconds if an accuracy of one mile were deaired. It is obvion« 
that aotomatic observing and computing devices are required. 

POSITION NNDMO 

3 12 The methods available for locating the position of «n aircraft may be daaai- 
fied in various waya. They will be discuwed here under the heading« Tiaual method«, 
dead «tkoning. and radio and rathu methods, the greatest emph...« ^«« P^f £ 
the radar methods because they «eem to offer the rreateat posribiUtie« of aaaining the 

ideal. 

VISUAL MiTHODS 

3 13      When the ground i« viaible, the poritio« of the -Jrcraft may be obtdwd . 
referring to visible Undn«rk« such a« cities raiLoad«, rive«, mountaiic. Uk-. 
lighthouses, etc. and comparing them with a nt.F. This «imple« metho«! of navigaöcn. 



known as «r pilottge or piloting, ii useful primarily over land in clear weather and 
over territory foi which maps are available. 
}.14 Over the oceans, also over land and above clouds when celestial objects are 
visible, the methods o^ celestitl navigation may be used. This procedure amounts 
hindamentally io ■ determination of the position of the aircraft rrlativo to tV <• geo 
graphical position of one or more celestial bodies which is known if the time is kaovn. 
Much ingenuity has been exercised in developing aids for converting the observed 
data into position of the aircraft in the shortest possible time. Attention should be 
given to the problem of automatic celestial navigation of pilotlet* aircraft. 

DiAD RiCKONINO 

3.15 Dead reckoning is the method of estimating position by keeping an account, 
or reckoning, of the course and disunce from a previously knew a position. The basic 
observed data are the air speed and the compus course, but suitable corrections mutt 
be made for air temperature and pressure to give true air speed, for declination and 
deviation to give the true ft- »ding, and for the wind. 

3.16 Much of the human labor involved in this method has been removed by the 
development of the flux-gate compass and o! instruments for mcuuring true air speed 
in conjunction with a device known as ac air position indicator. In this device, the 
compass beading is combined with true air speed automatically to give bttitude and 
longitude, starting Lorn an initial setting at a known position. The medunism takes 
account of the fact that a degree of longitude is of varying length at different latitudes 
and functions accurately except at very high latitudes. The compass corrections may 
be set in manually from time to time. 

3.17 When science has perfected a satisCactury grooad speed indicator not dt- 
.pendent on ground stations, the mechanised dek<'-reckoning system, or gronnd posi- 
tion indicator, will be » most effective navigational aid. Its weakness is that the errors 
are cumulative and that it must have been in operation contiuuovsly Croin some known 
position. Its advantage is that the equipment is all on the aircraft and operation is not 
dependent on receiving radio transmission over long distances. The aiechod of dead 
reckoning is the one method that is tlwityn available. 

3.18 The navigation employed in the V-l and V-2 long range missUcs was es- 
sentially that of dead reckoning. In the case of V-l, the altttude was automatically 
controlled, the heading was determined by a magnetic compass which monitored the 
directional gyro of the autopilot, and the distance was meas^sd by an air log. At the 
preset distance the bomb was made to dive on the target In the case of V-2, the navi- 
gation occurred during the barnl&g period ot &c rocket mou>r. The vertrcal headii»" 
was controlicd by an elevation gyro, the aaimntfa by a radio beam, and the propslsion 
was cut off when a fixed speed /ss reached ti determined by an integrating acceler- 
ometcr. 

3.19 The accuracy obtainable by dead-reckoning methods is oi :he order of (:: <u 
two to five percent of the range from the la« knows r^utioa, the «net vain« depend- 
ing not only oa the type of measuring instnunents and comprters bat also on at- 
mospheric conditions. For example, the accuracy of current air poddoa Indicators is 



such that ti.« error iafrequectly exceeds four percent tad averages aboi.c two percent. 
The errors of measurement and computation can probably be reduced below one per- 
cent with continued improvemeo' in instrument design. The principal source of error 
is the variability and uncertainty of the wind. This error decreases as the speed of the 
missile or aircraft increaivs. 

RADIO AND RADAR MiTHODS 

3.20 Prior to the introduction of radar techniques,, many radio aids to navigation 
had been developed. Two-way radio telephone communication and the broadcasting 
of meteorological information are of incelculable assisunce to navigators. For regular 
air routes the system of radio beams radiating from radio-ran^e beacons and the 
radio marker beacon« enable navigation under condidons of isro visibility. This 
system has been highly developed for commercial air transport ta the United States. 
The beam defines a specific track in space, enabling correction to be made for wind 
drift. The information is independent of any transmission from the aircraft and tht 
number of aircraft which can receive the iniormadon simultaneously is unlimited. 
However, there are technical üifficnlties at the radio frequencies used by the present 
system associated with the effecta of the terrain and of the ionosphere on radio trans- 
mission at those frequencies. The trend is toward the use of higher frequencies and 
to methods dependent on microwaves and pulse transmission. 

3.21 In the preradar period there was extensive development of aircraft radio 
direction finders, and homing devices, and of systems of aircraft location by direction 
finding from ground stations. Inf nnation so obtained was used for occasional com- 
putation of position as a fix in connection with navigation by dead reckoning. The 
most highly developed form of radio direction finder is the automatic radio compass 
which gives direct readiags of the tearing relative to the axis of the aircraft of any radio 
station to which it is tuned. Indicators are available which combine this indication 
with that of a flux-ga'e magnetic compass. The same technical difficulties are eocountcr- 
cd as for the radio-range system at the frequencies commonly used because of the effects 
of terrain and ionosphere on the transmission giving rise to night cfects. multiple and 
bent courses, etc. In any systf m bftsed on direction finding the errors increase with 
the range. Perhaps the most elegant ly-ai^ system is the modern German "Sonne" 
system which allows an obsenrw to detenainq Us bearing relative to a land station 
with an accuraoy of the order of 1° at ranges up to 1000 or 2000 miles. 
3.22 Radar has developed many new techniques which are described in greater 
detail «n the reports of the raiju consiUiants, tUulsr sad tommrnktimt. The develop- 
ment of microwave radar makes it possible for the navigator te "see" the terrain under 
blind-flying conditions and to use the simpl-« of »^ methods, air pilotage. In X-band 
and shorter wavelengths, the resolntion is sufident for identification of river». Mreama, 
bridges, rail lines, and other nirf»ce fcatnires. In addition, the range of radar vision is 
greater than that of the eye, so that ov*r the s«a, land may be "seen" at ranges of from 
50 to 100 miles. When over land, or at sea with the aid of radar buoys, drift may be 
determined and coirbited-with an air position indicator ♦«) give a ground pc.«tio- 
indication. An accuracy of the order of two percent of the distance traveled since the 
last fix is attainable. This method of radar navigation MMoires no ground stations. 
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i 2 3 The pul« technique, of «d« h.ve ^veo ri^e to the development of . new 
technique of pontion finding Imed on measuring dimnc.s rather th.n *"™™«> 
known points, hence died tekmetric. The known point, m.y be marked by r.d.r 
beacon, which provide «rong .dentifiable .rdlici.l echo,. When "■nterrog.ted by 
receiving a ,ign.l from a microwave transmitter in the a.rcraft. the beacon t^w-nM 
an echo, and the time interval from pulse emisrion to receipt uf echo is a ««•»»« ot 

the distance. Even a single beacon enables . fix within the accuracy set by the width 
of the radar beam. Much greater precision is obtained by measuring simultaneously 
the distance from two beacons, the procedure used in the British ' H system and 
Shoran. The traffic capacity of this type of system is limited. 
3 24 Another telemetric method is the hyperbolic method in which pairs of ground 
stations emit synchronised pul^. The pulses are received in the aircraft and the ame 
diflference between the arrival of pulses from the member of a psfr is measured. This 
locates the aircraft on a hyperbola and two such hyperboUs gns a fix. The aircraft 
requires only a receiver and the traffic capacity is unlimited. 
3.25 The range of microwave systems extend* to the optical horizon or only 
slightly beyond. For long ra^es a relatively low radio frequency must be used. The 
hyperbolic system of navigation operating at frequencies of two megacycles per second 
or lower is known as Loran. The standard system now in us« has a range over water of 
700 nautical miles by day and 1400 milea by night with errors of from 0.1 to 10 miles 
depending on the geometry of the line* of position. A system under development is 
expected to have a range of 1200 mile* by day and 2000 by night with errors of from 
one to two miles at 1000 milM. Laboratory techniques of pulse comparison indicate 
the po*sibiUty of improving the accuracy by an order of magnitude. 

3.26 The process of hyperbolic navigation may be compared with that of celestial 
navigation. The determination of line» of position is esscntiaUy similar except that 
the mathematics is more complicated. However, the unchanging character of the lines 
of position obtained from fixed reference stations in contrast to the moving stars per- 
mits precomputation. Charts may be prepared in advance for pairs of stations and 
the result» are permanently useful so long as the stations are maintained because the 
lines of equal time difference are fixed with respect to the surface of the earth. 

3.27 There is n« technical obstacle to a complete mechsniiarion of the receiver 
so that the output is either in the form of dial counters giving Loran coordinate» or a 
plotting board which will plot the position continnoosly on a Loran chart It i» then 
a »ho« »tep to connect the output to the rudder »o that a predetermined track may He 
followed automaticaUy. 

3.28 Since hyperbolic navigation require» only a receiver on the aircraft or IU«? 1 e, 
and the traffic capacity is unlimited, it is the must promising system for the control c' 
large numbers of long-range ground-to-ground pilctles» aircraft. As now visuslibrsd. 
special ground stationis won!d be sdjnned so that the hyperbolic line of position corre- 
sponding to a fixed dm« difference for which the missile receivers are set passes 
through the target Ai.ra-sft could be launched from many points i'.t << large isst- ••'' 
following a preset course until they intercepted the lip- ic position througe the ttrgei 
They would thea change course and follow the line, of position to the target The alti- 
tude would be controlled independently a=d thi Ui>« io iL« grouuJ would im iüitimi&d 



by reachir 3 the appropriate position line of a second pair of ground stations. This type 
of attack could be operated without close coordination between coiiirol group and 
launching crews; their operations would be practically independent. 

MAONSTIC METHODS 

3.29 The use of the compass for determining direaion on Hi« earth's surface is 
well known. It has been repeatedly suggested that additional measurements on the 
earth's magnetic field may yield another method of navigation. Thus, in theory, meas- 
urements of the magnetic dip and of magnetic field strength give two numbers which 
could serve as coordinates of position to be related to ordinary geographic coordinates 
by suitable surveys. The principal weakness of the method is that a recent survey over 
the territory to be traversed is necessitated by the secular variation of magnetic proper- 
ties. In addition, the accuracy would be severely limited by diurnal variations and 
magnetic storms as well as by the lack of suitable airborne instruments. The method 
may be worthy of some further study. 

3.30 It is probable that no single method will answer all of the navigation prob- 
lems of piloted and piiotless »irt<-».ft. However, there are available scientific methods 
and techniques in rich variety which make possible continuous knowledge of position 
iodependcot cf advene meteorological conditions. 

RKOONSTION OF mi TARMT 

3.3 i As the aircraft or miasilc approaches the general vicinity of the target, the 
bombardier, gunner, operator, or the mechanism of the piiotless missile (if of the 
target-seeking type) must find and recognize the target preparatory to the attack. 
Most of the methods useful for rcconnaifunce are t J useful for recognition with 
the exception of photography which takes too much time. 

3.32 In the case of large and extended targets such as dde», factories, or other 
major inattllations above groiuid, when the visibility is adequate, there is no difficulty. 
The eye may be aided by a suitable telescope, and the mind may be usisted by suitable 
aerial photographs and maps. The photoj -aphs, maps, or sketches may be constructed 
in relief to show the «ppearancc wnen approached at the normal approach altitude and 
thus facilitate recognition. 

3.33 Pbotogrephs of radar indicator scopes obtained on reconnaissance missions 
may be used in the same manner as aerial photographs as an aid to recognition. 

3.34 Skilled Operators have no difficulty in recognizing many types of targets 
directly on the radar indicator. Cities, brid^e^ ^iers, ships, islands, beaches at the 
coast line, and aircraft can all be recognised without difficulty. Special techniques ar-r 
available for detecting moving ta: »et« which are especially useful for aircraft detection 
but which are also applicable to ground targets under some conditions. 

3.35 If agentt are available in the enemy territory, they may mark u'rgets oüiü w»«- 
invisible by portable radar beacons or, in special cases .ich marking beacoit may be 
dropped from the air. 



3 3*- Radar method» may be used to follow the aircraft or missile from ground 
control stations and to direct the pilot or actually remotely control the aircraft to a 
target whose map location is known by previous reconnaissauce. 

3.37 The reconnaissance methods using heat detectors, detectors of special types 
of radiation from radioactive materials, magnetic measurements, or arou«ic radio- 
sondes dropped on the ground may find application in recognition or sptu»! tki^ets. 
These methods as well as radar are applicable to the homing control of missiles. In 
fact any target possessing any peculiarity as to physical propertie» which set it off 
from its background can be recognized by a suitable homing intelligence device. 

3.38 Especially in the casi- of pilotless aircraft, the operation of recognition and 
control may be carried out at a remote point by the aid of radio repeat-back of infor- 
ma-.'on from a television camera or a radar search set. 

See further reports of the Scientific Advisory Group: 

Guidtd Mistilts ami Piietkst Aircraft 

Guidance and Homing of Missilts Mid PHo/Uu Aircraft 

Radar and Cs'/tmitnicatioHS 





tmnaa n« «14 IUK. rmmnm «ts mn nma 

Mit  TAteSTS  A€€WSÄ?ILT 

4.1 The degree of accuncy required for mcceMful ttnuegic bombing if one of 
she most dfecusaed topic» of aerial warfare. Visual bombsighu mere designed for 
so-called pin-point bombing. However, war experiences show that this type of bomb- 
ing is applicable only to a limited extent, because of weather and enemy interference. 
Hence, in most cases pi'j-point bombing has to be replaced by area-bombing, i.e.. 
by bombing with an accuracy obtainable by radar blind aiming, by dropping the bombs 
simultaneously from s large formation, or by missiles equipped with automatic 
pilot. In the ftttur«, bombing in large formations will probably be prevented by im- 
proved antiaircraft devices. It will be necessary to revise bombing equipment la tbf 
light of future methods if strategy, including the use of atomic bombs. 

4.2 The ability to hit ferg«.'« arcurately is dependent on the aerodynamic perform- 
ance of the bomb«, meteorological conditions, the accuracy of the bombsight, and the 
abilities of the bombardier. The study of the aerodynamic characteristics of bombs 
at low speeds has been well developed, but further research is needed in the transonic 
region. A coasMenUe loss in accuracy of bombtag from high altitude, originally 
attriboMd 10 the effect of high spaed on the aerodynamic characteristics, was finally 
traced to stnctnral feilnfe of the fas. However, there is SOIM evidence of an adverse 
effect of high speed on stability for certain types of bombs. 

4.3 Bomben require bombsights in order to hit the target. In general, it can be 
said that the faster an airplane travels the Ie*> accurately it can drop its bombs. If 
bombers are actually going to iy at spaeds around 1000 mph it cannot be said with 
certainty that present bombing precision can be improved upon or even maintained 
in spite of ever increasing complexity of the bombsiglits. Errors in the release mech- 
anism and ballistic trajectories become important at high speeds. The reaction time of 
the bombardier will have a significant effect on precision. 

4.4 Any self-coctsioed bombsight his two parts, the sighting means and the 
computer. In optical bombsights the sighting means is a telescope; in radar bomb- 
sighu it is a radar. There «re only trivial differences in computer design in the two 
cases. 

4.' The faster the bomber flies, the farther ahead the stglitiag mesas must see; 
above 400 or S00 mph only radar can see far enough and there is no sense in trying to 
develop optical bombsights for such aircraft. 

4.6 But a fundamental dificuhy with radar is that in order for it to see far and 
also clearly, its antenna must be wide; this ia a tendency in flat contradiction to aaro- 
dynamiral trends for hifh-speed aircraft 

4.7 The design of bombsight computers aims not on V . c accuracy but at Jacreasütg 
the time required for maaipulation after the target is recognixed. This has a prafonad 
effect on whst is requircdi of the associated radar since the more time required to 
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..        ,. „ ..r »K* f.ther «w.v the target h.s to be recognized, and there is a 
ad,UJt **™?*l*^c:tZ;r hM SL the beginne of the development of 
rrit Tl . ^I^Liv. and glide bo-nbing « we.l a. f.. .*** bombing. 
r" gh ng « «ome mor. e«i.v recogni^ble point whose pos.non relat.ve to the 

urgctfs Zwn. Th.se developments give greater freedom of fhght path to the bou.-r. 

4 8 Pilotles, bombers whose range is limited to less than approximately 100 m^es 
lav be entirely directed by means of precision ground-based dev.ce. employing radar 
principle.. Extensions of the Shoran equipment to au.omat.c.lly control such a.rcr.f. 

can be perfected. 
4 9 For longer ranges, studies should be made of the use of airborne relay stat.ons 
such as airplanes, rocary-wing aircraft, or missiles, and of comb.n«K,n, of ground- 
based direaors with a homing device in the vehicle. In order to ach.eve long range 
the ground stations must operate on relatively long wavelength, .uch ce employed 
by the Loran .ystem; this connotes low precision. Such means uu ^cby b, em- 
ployed to bring the miwile to the vicinity of the target, whereupon u. .om.ng dev.ee 

may take over control. 
4.10 Studie, of the optimum lections of ' oran u ions for this purpow .hould 
be undemken; the possibility of mounting such station, on »ubmannes .hould b« 
explored. The powibility of long-range guiding by automatic celettial navigation 

should also be invenigated. 
4.11 The homing devices used may react to any radiation emitted from the target 
or may. radar-like, themselves illuminate it. Radio waves, thermal «diation, light, and 
certain of the high-energy radiation, from nuclear reaction, WMJ he contidered a. 
practical for homing purpo.es; if the device homes on radiation emitted from the 
target, then to a certain extent it can automatically recognixe the target. Thus, a device 
made to home only on gamma ray. would only home on unshielded atomic power 
plants, wherea. one wide to home on radio waves would neglect atomic power plants 
in favor of radio transmitters. This advantage i. not »o favorable as it Kumd. however, 
.ince the posaibility of erecting decoy target, always exists, even for atomic energy 
plant.. 
4.12 For extremely high-speed missi't. Uke V-2 the homing problem i. made very 
difficult by the extreit Ay long range required of the detecting derice. 

4.13 Magnetic airborne device, are not regarded as offering good prospect, 
for guiding pilotle*. aircraft. It i. to be doubted whether devices sensitive to sound 
will be of any use either. 

4.14 - Means for guiding missile, may be ground-baaed or air-bised regardless 
of whether the miuile iiMlf i. launched from g.oood or air. The partioiUr tactical 
need will determine which of the four pouib'e combinatiens should bt used. It m;./ 
prove upon further study that th« guiding and launching means should be similarly 
based. 

4.15 The most diffiailt problem in launching missiles from the tar is to uur.- 
them in the proper direction, if the target is nearby, sc f' .a. they will require a ir'niuium 
time of flight. The proposed defense of very heavy aircraft by this means may prove 
particularly difficult for thin reason. 
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4.16 Vhile use is made of all available aerodynamic knowledge in the design of 
pilotless bombers, especially in the field of transonic and supersonic aerodynamics, 
there are many special problems introduced by the use of hosing devices which must 
be solved if high accumcy is to be attained. For greatest accuracy the missile should 
look in the direction of travel of its center of grav'ty except as corrections for v ;nd 
pad target motion are introduced by a course computer. An aircraft of converttonal 
design operates at a variable angle of attack de|>endent on lead aod »peed, and bore- 
sight errors would arise as discussed by Dr. H. L. Dryden in "Present State of the Guid- 
ed Missile Art," Part I of the SAO report Guidtd MissiUs and Filotless Aircraft. 

4.17 Perhaps the major problem in the design of a pilotless bomber is the coordin- 
ation of all elements to give stable operation without excessWe hunting, i.e., systems 
coordination. The lag characteristics of the intelligence device and of the autopilot 
and associated servonsechanisms are perhaps the most imporunt factors, but the 
stability and accuracy are dependent on many other factors including the aerodynamic 
characteristics of the missile. 

4.18 In addition to bombs released from manned airplanes or carried by guided 
pilotless bombers, gun* and i;. ckets play an important role in aerial warfare. Rockets, 
stabilize«! either by tail fins like a bomb or by spin like a shell, are one of the imporunt 
new developments of the present war. Comparatively large missiles may be fired with 
no recoil on the airplane from very simple launching devices. Their accuracy has been 
continually improved with be»..- knowledge of the aerodynamics of rockets and with 
the development of rocket-sightiag devices. Their effectiveness by the application of 
proximity faaes has gr«atly increased. 

4.19 The (tevelopmcnt of fire-control equipment has had little difficulty in keeping 
ahead of the development of guns. The ranfe, accuracy, and rate of fire of the guns are 
not at all of a magnitude commensurate wcth the needs of aircraft traveling at super- 
sonic speed«. Problems which must recei' * increased attentior are the adaptation of 
guns arid aircraft «o that neither the aen .'ycamic performance of the aircraft nor the 
effectiveness of the gan is imparied. One typical engineering problem is the elimina- 
tion of vibration which impairs the accuracy. It will do very little good to make 
superior gunsights if the guns are not also improved. 

4.20 Many of the present computers for antiaircraft fire are based on the assump- 
tion that the two aircraft are traveling in straight lines. This assumption does not give 
sufficient accuracy. A fundamental study should be made of the types of paths usually 
followed by aircraft in combat and gunsights should be redesigned on the basis of 
th   f   Uts of the study. 

4.21 As the speed of airplanes increase» to :he ^jpersonic nnge, a further limit on 
accuracy is imposed by the unalterable reaction time of the human operator. In prin- 
ciple, this difficulty can be overrrme by making machines which are more and more 
automatic. Some progress had been made in this direction in the experimental radar- 
controlled guns which could be locked on any desired aerial target and thereafter 
would automatically ke.«p the guns pointed at it. If such d-vices can be devclcprd o, 
sufficiently low weight, the man would be called upon jnly for the will to itgh:, : trait 
which so far has not been built into any automatic device. 
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4.2 I. is certain £h.. ios.rumen» of control w.U become mere compnca.cd .n 
iructure as hey are required to perform more and more funct.cns formerly earned 
r by 1" Se problem of instrumental reliab.üty and ««.factory operanon then 

becomes urgent. 
4 23 Reli.bility can only be .«ured by a contiauing program of development no, 
only of the instruments themselves bu, also, -nd ^ually important, or th, . ornp, nen, 
pans of which they are made, Such d^elopmont of improved component, may not he 
'llateTy suppotted by the ordinary economic forces of peacenme compeft.on anC 
heavy financial support by the Air Forces may be necessary. 
4 24 Satisfactory operation can only be assured by careful selection and tra.mng 
of personnel and above all by careful designing of instruments in accordance wah the 
psychological and physiological needs of the men who .«.• supposed to operate thern^ 
A special staff of persons trained both in engineering and psychology may be needed 
to carry out this kind of development. It would be the pri™ purpose of th.s group .o 
insure that the design of aircraft, of the offensive armament, and of the instrument, 
meant to control them are coordinated so that one integrated fighting macl.u, come, 
out. The present t^dency to design an airplane and then hang on guns, rockets, 
bombs, radar, and sighting devices as a multitude of accessories must cease. 
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}.l The war which just ended was the first one in which areial bombing played 
a decisive role. An immense anount of work was put into the development of bombs, 
bombing instruments, and bombing tables. Much of the prssent knowledge of the 
results of bombing and the effectiveness of bombs was obtained by systematic obser- 
vation and analysis. A new branch of terminal ballistics developed« dealing with the 
effect of bombs on their urgets. Since the heat released by our present molecular ex- 
plosives is near the possible upper limit, great attention was paid to the most efficient 
use of the limited amount of energy. Then with the appearance of the atomic bomb, 
the destructive power of one bomb was made equal to the effect of 20,000 tons of 
explosive. The question arises, should the efforts for further improvement in construc- 
tion and use of conventional boughs he continued, or should the whole material avail- 
able be worked up for the archives and further study be concentrated on the atomic 
phase of the problem. 
5.2 It is true that after the discovery of the gun, archery gradually became a sport 
instead of i -oilitary art. This process of substitution was slow, however, analogous 
processes .u our a^e may become very rapid. Hence, we might argue that atomic 
bombs are the future means of destruction and we may forget about conventional 
bombs. The arguments against this theory are the following: 

(1) Production facilitir< of atomic bombs may be limited, »o that their use will 
be restricted to the most important actions. (2 ) In many caaes of future warfare we shall 
not be willing to use means of utter destruction. (3) Economic and political reasons 
may suggest the use of conventional explosives as an alternative to atomic explosives. 

5.3 Fundamental features of nuclear processes involved in the functioning of the 
present atomic bomb do not permit making them of considerably smaller power 
than those which have been used against Jr«i>an. The answer to the question whether 
the development of conveationai bombs should be continued depends to a great extent 
on whether the developments of nuclear science will produce a variety of bombs in a 
range of sixes, adaptable to vaiious missions. The gap between the effect of the largest 
conventional and the present atomic bomb is immense. Warfare is directed primarily 
to '■■ z-: ' "«g the safety of our nation and not to the indiscriminitc deatruction of others. 
Hence,' it appears that the most reasonable channel for development of atomic weapons 
is to investigate the possibility of smaller capaeiüi*. No one t..n tell today whether 
and to what extent this is possible. Since there is no guarantee that atoiuic bombs 
can be substituted completely for . t.svendonal bombs, the work on development and 
improvement of conventional weapons must be continued. 
5.4 • I believe the Air 1'oives should concentrate its effort upon: (i) gftting fu'J in- 
formation about the destructive power of the present »to L bombs; (2) studying the 
postibilities of the adaptation of atomic bombs to various missions which proved to 
be effective against the war potential of the enemy in the last war, (3) studying the 



possibilities of developing smtller ««e nucl««r bombs perh.w by using ciclcsr rcsc- 
tions other than fission; and (4) making comparative studies of efficiency and costs o» 
past methods of strategic bombing and future methods using pilotless bombers loaded 
with either atomic or conventional explosives. 
5.5 Sped»! .tudy should be made of the problem of destruction of -i^dcr^ioiind 
establishments. In the last war submarine berths were attacked with bombs, bit with 
practically no success. It must be anticipated that a considerable portion of the key 
industries of possible enemies will be located underground in order to escape bom- 
bardment. Probably attack on communications leading to the underground factories 
and depots gives the best possibility of successful neutralization of such underground 
establishments. 
5.6 The destruction of air targets, i.e., aircraft and miwiles, ha« received compara- 
tively little scientific study. Recent tests by the War Dep. tment have shown that one 
pound of high explosives exploding within the wing of an airplatie will cause sufficient 
damage to produce a crash or at least make return from a mistioo improbable. How- 
ever, additional study is needed of the damage from blast and fragmentation at dist- 
ances within the range ot ; 'oximity (uses. In this application of fragmentstion as a 
means of destruction, considerable progress has already been made by the application 
of scientific principles to develop cootrolled fragmentation, controlled both as to 
size and general direction of travel of the fragmenu. The theory of blast is now well 
developed: from this theory, for example, it has been cstinwtcd that 20,000 tons of 
TNT, which is said to be the equivalent as regards blast, of the atomic bomb, will 
destroy an aircraft one to two miles away. The efficient design of warheads for aif to 
air missiles and ground to air missiles is dependent on acciuate information on the 
destructive effects of both ordinary and atomic explosives when used either for blast 
or for hurling fragmenu. 

3.7 The destruction of ships offer* many new problems in terminal ballistics. 
The penetration of the armor of banltahips and other men-of-war ia essentially the 
same problem as penetration of the armor of tanks. A scientific curiunty of the first 
decades of this century, the so-called Munroe effect, has been applied in this last war 
to the development of hollow or shaped charges which have remarkable powers of 
penetration. Ships are more easily 4e<ti-.>7ed by underwater exploaions. 

3.8 "Terminal Ballistics and Destructive Effects," by Dr. N. M. Newmark (Part 
III of Explotivn *nd Ttrmiaat Ballittia) describe* the present Mate of knowledge of 
destructive effects of explosives. This report also contributes suggestion* for complet- 
ing our information on the subject. It is believed that such a program should be carried 
uui »ecause (1) in a transition period such information is certainly needed, iad (2) 
the final picture concerning the relation herw»yn the atoimic and the conventional 
explosive is yet uncertain. 

3.9 The following condusi. n* regarding the selection of conventional weapons 
for attack of various ground targets »ppear to be generally accepted: 

a. The most effective high explosive bomb for attack of light nvdunrial Wuil^ ■is 
is a GP bomb fused tc- burst between the roof and tK <:oor. Greater d^macc is. pre - 
duced to the building and to it» contenu with this fusing than with instantaneoua 
fosings, or with entering besbs. 



b. Against heavy industrial buildings and heavy machinery, large cratering 
bombs or penetrating bombs are required to produce severe damage. 

c. Against relatively combustible construction, either residential or industrial, 
incendiary bombs were f »veral times as effective, weight for weight, as any other type 
of bomb, except possibly air burnt of very large blast bombs. 

d. Small bombs, blast bombs, and ince«''««™ lv»fnh« h<iH vJr*>i«lly on effect on 
submarine pens and heavy fortifications. Penetrating bombs or larf c general purpose 
bombs are required. 

e. Against b/ick wall-bearing construction and against Ugh* wood-frame con- 
struction, blast bombs are most effective, and air bunt at tue proper height produces 
more damage than ground burst or entering bombs. 

5.10 Improvements needed in present conventional weapons depend on the 
availability in quantity and «iae of atomic bombs. Since it must be assumed, in ihe 
immediate futun at least, that only a relatively small quantity of present-type atomic 
bombs will be available, coaventional bombs must be capable of being used effectively 
again« all possible types of targets. 

5.11 The following requiremenu seem to be most urgently needed: 

a. Bombs dcaigned apcdfically for the atntck of massive underground inatalla- 
dons inclndiBg tluptd-chargc bomb«, rocket-auisted bombs, and follow-thtoogh 
bombt. Possibly the nqnircd improvement in penctntion Performance can be ob- 
tained by dcveloptag bomb cues of iacreased strength. 

b. Development of large Mast bombs with eztnmely light casca, to be used with 
prozimitjr faacs for air bant, as a wuapon against targets vulncnUe to blast. 

c. Development of fragmentation bombs with more adeqvately controlled 
fngmentadoB. 

d. Development of fuses with mon acennte control of timing, to permit bombs 
to burst after penetrating the roof of a building and befon striking the floor or pene- 
trating the earth beneath. (Sec SAG report Expkthm W Ttmmtl Bmllütkt.) 
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PUNCTIO'!   INPIPINTiY   Of  WIATHER 
AND   DAKKNIff 

6.1 The goal of the Air Forces is to tll-we«dier air force, i.e., complete independ- 
ence of weather, both for flying and carrying out offensive and defensive missions. 
Flying independently of weather includes take-off, lauding, and traffic operations 
without visibility, navigation without contact and minimum influence of the weather 
situation and wind on the flight path and flying time. The main requirement for carry- 
ing out offensive missions in any weather is the repltcement of viivai bombing and 
visual fire control by radar methods. The same methods and equipment which are 
needed to es-:y out flight bombing and combat operations in cloudy weather serve the 
same purposes on dark nightf 

BUND LANDING 

6.2 There are two aspect* to the problem of blind landing, the actual blind land ;.cg 
or blind approach -rf a single airenft, and the problem of traffic control in the neigh- 
borhood of a landing aresi, which it in many ways more difficult than traffic control 
along cross-country airways. The first problem mentioned has been attacked from r*o 
different directions, represented by the glide-puh-localiier system, and. the iiore 
recent GCA (ground-controllcd-approach) syttem. In the glidc-peth-localiicr •yttem 
a direction of approach, and a glide path, are defined in space by fixed radio beams. 
Through a suitable receiver and indicator the pilot i: apprised automatically of his 
position relative to this path. In the GCA syKcm the position of the airenft is deter- 
mined by a precision radar set on the ground and instructions are given to the pilot 
over any available communication channel. Each syttem has its advantages and dis- 
advantages and both are certainly tutcepHMe to technical improvement. The radar 
method it inherently flexible, sou U requires no special equipment in the aircraft; 
however, its traffic handling capacity is now rather restriaed and it does require fairly 
elaborate ground equipment end a highly trained crew. We cannot regard either 
method as a universal solution of the problem. There may be in fact several future 
System« or combinations of systems for different types of airpor»», ranging from per- 
manent commercial air batet to temporery Unding ttrip« at advanced military batet. 
What is needed, in addition to technical imptcve^-f ats, is exten.'ive experience and a 
comprehensive program of trials aimed at an integrated combination of all useful aids. 

TRAFFIC CONTROL 

6.3 Traffic control neax an airfield is peculiarly diffio»'* l-ecause of the coagettion 
which exittt at tneb a focal point and the necettity of >rderly approach to the landing 
path. Microwave tearch radar, on the ground, it a 4   werful aid and it an ettentit! 
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.diunc. of the GCA sys.em. It do« no., however, »olve .11 the cnt.« protiems, wrach 
„dude co^unur.c.ion and iden.ific.tion. I. ought to be po,5.bl. for .ground con- 

roller no. only to know the position .nd .i. Itude of .ny ..rcr.ft .n the v.c.n.ty. but to 
,.lk direaly to =ny selects' one This requires . multiplier of ch.nnels. and .degree 
..f flexi^litv .nd ttiii.bility not .pproached by any existing commun.c.on CO^P. . T 

However the voice communiction techniques .vril.ble .t «iicrow.ve frequences 
.re very promising .nd should be exploited. InridenaUy the heavy investmcm ... 
exiting types of equipment is exerting . reurH.ing influence on th.s development, 
which we consider extremely import.« for the future Air Forces. 

6 4 Going even further, one en envisage means by which some of the information 
.v.il.ble c;. the ground could be relayed to each pilot in the vicinity, almost com- 
pletely breaking down the barriers of overcast and darkness. 

INSTRUMiNT FLYINO 

6.5 Navigation without c^tact involves, first, instrument flying, that is, controlling 
the aircraft in a condition of reason»bly steady flight on a given course, and second, 
determining as frequendy .s necessary the position of the aircraft in ground coordin- 
ates. W     «ve to consider also obstacle detection or colliaion prevention. 

6.6 Automatic pilot, have been in use since about 1933. In the present form one or 
more gyroscopes are used to detect rotations of the aircraft, the resulting relative 
-ctioa i« translated into a signal which is amplified and operates the controls, Means 
are provided to make vuioiu adjustmenu of scnsitiviiy and to prevent self-oscillation. 
The automstic pilot must be adjusted to the particular type of aircraft and the best ad- 
justment often depends on the toughness of the air. Automatic pilots for pilotless air- 
craft must be designed to operate without the necessity of manual adjustments in the 
air. 

6.7 Instrument flying in all weather conditions requires a solution of the iciog 
problem which is still a great obstacle to continuous operation of pilotless as well «« 
piloted aircraft. 

6.8 An aircraft flying blind can keep track of its position by the sort of aided dead 
reckoning provided by the ground-position-indicator for some time after a fix in 
ground coordinates has beeii obtained. Eyen with further ünprcTsments in instrumen- 
tadon there will remain the inherent limitation due to lack of precise knowledge of the 
wJ ^ ^ irbome radar of reasonably high resolution permit«, o /«r land at least, conuct 
flying or direct radar pilotage, which may be used on occitsion as the sole means of 
navigation or may more usually serve to establish irequent fixe» for an autoiratic dead- 
reckoning instrument. Not all aircraft will b« able to afford the space for this tacilify, 
and. siuce the radar picture mnst^bc interpreted by a human observer, pilotless aircraft 
would be required to tel.y such a picture back to the controlling base. 

63 A very important means of blind navigation is provided by the long tsi.fr - 
hyperbolic system, Lorau, which has come into wide lut, A detailed discussici of the 
future possibilities of this and related systems is included in the report of the cocsu!- 
tanrs on radar. (See the SAG report EUdar W CemmmmUsiiom.) Vt .hould call 



particular attention to the posa<bility of increasing the accuracy ol such systems at 
very long range, which uas an idportaat bearing on the problem of guiding pilotless 
aircraft far beyond the horizon. 

OUTACLi DETECTION 

6.10 Military operations require the simultaneous operation of large numbers 
of aircraft under blind conditions. The problem arises of avoiding collission. Any 
airborne radar with 360° view is capable of performing this function within the 
limitations imposed by its minimum range and resolving power. The minimum range 
is fundamentally limited by the pulse length; it is about 125 feet for a 1-microsecond 
pulse. Hence, while the airborne radar search set suffices to warn of the approach of 
other aircraft, it cannot be used to guide formation flying in blind conditions in the 
tight formetions employed in* clear weather. However, there seems to be no good 
reason for close formations in bad weather. 

6.11 It would be possible *o devise systems smaller and less elaborate than a com- 
plete search radar to perform suleiy the function of warning of obstacles. Whether 
these would be worth while in themselves depends on the type of formation flying, 
and the type of aircraft, which develop in the future. 

WIATHIII 

6.12 Long range flight« in general will be carried out at altiiudes "over the wea- 
ther" thus avoiding most disturbances caused by the weather situation. For this purpose 
it is generally sufficient to fly at 40,000 feet altitude at moderate latitude and at 30,000 
feet altitude in the equatorial xone. Altitude flying involves certain equipment, especial- 
ly supercharged engines and supercharged cabins. Problems occuring «t high altitudes 
in gas turbice and jet engine operation have to be solved. Furthermcre, problems of 
acromedidne related to high altitude flying have to be pursued. (Cf. 7.11 to 7.19.) 
The influence of wind will be automatically minimized by the high speed of future 
aircraft. 

6.15 The age of the "All-Weather Air Force" is drawing nearer. However, it will 
never be possible to ignore the forces of weather. The key to all-weather flying lies 
in knowing wjiat the weather rnü be, understanding its dangers, and circumventing 
them. Circninventioa can be achieved through the developmebt of special equipment 
(rs L.. jew electronic aids, television) and through careful selection of flight paths. 
Use of equipment, choice of procedures, and detemination of fligb» paths must be 
based on the weather forecast The weather forecast is vital L ,< u ground force 
operations. Fir« control necessitates corrections for atmospheric < <• utions, chemical 
warfare cannot be conducted with preHsion when a weather forecast is lacking, soil 
trafficability is a function of the weather, and tactics and planning demand an evalua- 
tion of what future wea.th«i will be. No anilitaiy operation is wholly f.-e^d from tb- 
weather, many are boon«! closely to it. 

6.14 Wartime researches led to marked advances in upper air analysis, weather 
forecasting, weather obsemtion, and the application of weather information to miii- 
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«d .co.r.cy of m..eorologicd me..»remen«. In curn. the effective «Se of «d« re- 

quired »dditional meteorologic«! studies. 
6 15       Future rese.rch must be directed toward, improving westher forecasting 
obtaining viul knowledge concerning the upper atmo.ph«* and "^"'«t 
achievin« all-weather flight. The theories and data obtained during the war must be 
«Sl/check.d and sifted to develop new forecast tools. The advent of new weapca. 
Lh as the atomic bomt. *uided missiles, robot planes, and very h.gh cethng « c^ft 
makes it necessary to obtain observational data for the upper atmosphere and .ono- 
sphere and to develop theories that will make forecasting pracncable for these h.gh 
renions. This involves research in highly .peci.li.ed branches of physics and meteor- 
ology, for such factor, as cosmic rays, terrc.tri.1 magnetism, .omzauon. and speaal 
radSion effectt become impomnt in the high atmosphere, in the ^-«^ fj 
weather flight, the weather obsttde. to be overcome in flight nuut be described and 
meuured in detail if equipment and procedure, to overcome the weather are to be 
.uccewfully devi.ed. The atmoaphere is of ever-increasing importance a. Ae medium 
through which the instrument, of war arr launched. Meteorology, the science of the 
atmoaphere. i. of ever-increasing importance to the military. To keep abre.« of 
modern military development.. re.earch in meteorology must be vigoroiuly puwued. 

6 16      The conditioning of weather over large tewitorie. has not been jeriously 
con.idered in the put; however, the progre.s of meteorological science and llie poasi- 
bility of introducing in the air large amount, of energy by nuclear method., might 
bring thi. aim into the realm of no ability. For example, the amount of energy re- 
quired for forced local releaae of atmo.pheric inatability in the caae of conrective 
«torn, and for the dissipation of fog rfiould be within the limits of available energy 
from atomic sources. The general problem consist. ewentiaUy of three puu: {1} 
exact knowledge of the wither parameter« in the domain in which we want to produce 
..aange., including b3th instantaneou. value, and the^r tendency of variation; (2) 
method, of computing the future weather, a. dependent on the presence or abaence of 
available control meaaurea; and (3) mean« of applying the controla, «ich a. »^ ig 
energy in certain region., modifying the reflection coefident of certain atwu, etc. 
It .eem. possible, witL the aid of slectronic computers, to produce a model of a certain 
region of ifae earths surface and the existing weather «tuation, whfch can beu«ed not 
only for faat weather prediction, but al.o for direct rapid experi-Esutaüoü, on r -no-lel 
scale, with various control methods. 

See the SAG report Wttbtr, by I. P. Krick. 
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PRETTOC? P.^JE ■■:.'" LiiJLNK, Tmvsnm WAS NOT niMBT) 

DErEAT  ENEMY   INTERFERENCE 

7.1 The fight for air superiority includes the annihilation of all the means the 
enemy has to take the air and the neutralization of his ground defenses. Hence, str^'egic 
bombing and the fight for air superiority are intimately iaterwovec; bombing mis- 
sions promote air superiority, and the gain of air superiority increases the effective- 
ness of bombing missions. However, the possibility has to be envisaged that concen- 
trated battles of air power against air power will be fought for control of the air, as 
battles were fought for superiority on land and on sea. Then, of course, superior 
experience, superior skill, and superior equipment will decide the outcome. 

ARMAMENT VS. SPEED 

7.2 It is possible to develop large battleships of the air which would depend for 
protection on powerful, defensive armament including target-seeking missiles. It 
must be k^pt in mind, however, that they will be opposed by fighter airplanes with 
superior speed and maneuverability, of both the piloted and remotely-controlled 
variety. This suggests that a more effective method of defense against such attacks will 
be obtained by increasing the speed, the ceiling, and the maneuverability of the bomber 
to avoid th ;nevitable decrease in performance inherent in reliance on complex and 
necessarily heavy defensive armament. The problems are somewhat similar to those 
encountered in the past in building up sea power, and the future strategists of the air 
will have to decide on the relative merits of the different schools of thought which will 
probably develop. 

7.3 As far as the technical problems are concerned, speed, maneuverability, rate 
of climb, and altitude, appear as the main requirements. Improvements in speed and 
rate of climb are determined by impiovements in aerodynamics, propulsiun, and light- 
weight construction One particiJar oifficulty with jet-propelled airplanes occurs 
when fast climbing from the ground is required. Although the rate of climb is excel- 
lent, the total time of reaching a certain altitude is handicapped by the fa« that the best 
speed of climbing is relatively high, near the maximum speed. Consequently, consider- 
able tinde is needed for acceleration of the plane near the ground. Probably means of 
assisted take-off will be needed to reduce the time of acceleration. 

7.4 Present jet-propelled, fast airplanes lack, in some respects, the maneu/erability 
of earlier fighter airplanes. This is a natural consequence of higher flying speeds, bm 
steps must be taken to counteract it insofar as possible, in order to produce inter- 
ceptors capable of pursuing successfully the fastest and most maneuverable enemy 
bombers. This requires th«: maintenance of lift to as large angles of ait »r*. as possible 
without stalling, particultrly at high Mach numbers, an'' : e use of as low wng load- 
ings as are consistent with the requirements of high speed and range. In piloted air- 
craft this problem also involves the blackout limit of the pilot, which must be maiu- 
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tained «s h.gh as possible by use of pressure suits and other .oro-medical tech.nsues, 
and probably by use of the pronr position in very fast interceptors. 

HIGH ALTIVUbE 

7 5 To secure air superiority .t is necessary to reach equal or higher altitu-ies 
than the enemy. Rocket-driven airplanes are especially suitable for extreme alt.tudes. 
because their propulsion is independent of atmospheric air, although the.r fl.ght dura- 
tion is inherently limited. Hence, it will be necessary to use every poss.ble means to 
adapt other types of jet propulsion to high altitudes. Improvements .n combust.on 
and improvements in compressor design are the main requirements, espeaally the 
elimination of difficulties which are encountered in compressor efficiency when super- 

sonic flow occurs in the machine. 

HUMAN LIMITATIONS AND CAPABILITIES 

7 6 The human eleme.u, Soth on the ground and in flight, is of paramount im- 
porttnce in global operations directed toward attaining air supremacy. The study of 
this element is the concern of aviation medicine which includes: (1) the intial selection 
of personnel on the basis of those human qualities which make for efficient combat 
iirmen with emphasis on vision, hearing, reaoion time, neuropsychiatric normality, 
cardio-respiratory efficiency, physical prowess and psychologic adaptability; (2) the 
training of aircrews in the technique which will enable them to perform efficiently, 
independently of weather and darkness, under the unusual stresses produced by high 
speed, high altitude, great maneuverability, rapid changes in barometric pressure with 
changing altitude, and instrument flight and contact with the enemy; (3) the effect of 
flight on the human organism; (4) the maintenance of health, efficiency, and safety of 
flying personnel under aU environmental conditions; and (5) a detailed consideration 
of human requirements and limitations in the design of aircraft, so that the airman- 
aircraft complex will be made into an efficienf fighting element. 

7.7 Inasmuch as human tolerance does not change, the steadily progressive in- 
crease in speed, ceiling, and potential «rmeuverability of aircraft has resulted in a 
progressively smalle» aurgin between psycho-physiological requirements and human 
tolerance. Once supersonic speed is exceeded, this margin will be of paramount im- 
portance in the operation of the aircraft. Hence, it is essential to determine under all 
conditions of flight the human tolerance as given by nature and the limits which can be 
at" •■•- ^ as the result of selection, training, and the use of sj.;d«l protective devices, 
such as a G-suit. in order to utiliie fully new aircraft in combat operations. Of necessity, 
the performance of present and future aircran wiii be based it. part on human llmita 
tions and capabilities. 

7.8 An additional human factor is that once an aircraft is damaged and must be 
abandoned, the aeronautical engineer's problem is over but the problem of survival of 
the crew, wherever ihej' may happen to be in the world, is just begUiaing. 

7.9 High-speed flight and maneuverability result in certtin haxards and iiresses 
on the flyer. At the comparatively slow speed of 600 mph. 880 ft are traversed every 
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second. Between the time the pilot receive» «n impulse to act and action by the pilot 
0.2 $ec elapses for simple reactions and he has traveled 176 ft without anything hap- 
pening. For discriminative reactions the reaction time may be 0.4 sec or more. These 
times require that the control« be immediately at hand and that the flyer be alert. If the 
situation require«; a change in the course of the airplane, aiming and firin;; a g '! or 
carrying out other mechanical tasks, the total time lag increases (reaction time And 
mechanical lag). To keep this reactionless period at a minimum requires that pilots 
be selected who have the shortest possible reaction time. When two aircraft are ap- 
proaching head on at a speed of 2000 mph there will be an extremely short interval of 
time from the insunt when the crews of the two aircraft first see the other aircraft 
until the aircraft are passing. Obviously radar aids are essential. Danger of collision 
will be a real possibility. 
7.10 When flying at very hi^h speed quick turns with resultant high acceleration 
of short duration may be a method of eluding guided missiles. Therefore, studies to 
determine the effectt of comparatively high acceleration of from 1 to 5 sec duration on 
flving personnel is of vital imp jrtance. Also the effecu of exposure to negative acceler- 
ation immediately after expciure to positive acceleration and vice versa should be care- 
fully investigated. The effect on ao-deration tolerance of such factors as anoxia, cold, 
heat, febrile and post-febrile state and intake of food and fluids is virtuallj- unknown. 
All acceleration suitt should be incorporated into the flying suit. Determin ition of the 
maximum acceleration that can be tolerated when the pilot is in the prtme position 
ix«nproxim ly 10-12 g from the chest to the back) and still allow manipi Jation of the 
V"'rols will allow the aeroaautical engineer to diesign such aircraft vo withstand 
higher acceleration üMD ever designed before. However, the tolerance of a nan in the 
prone position to acceleration from the head to feet on take-off and feet to head on 
landing if known to be quite low. 
7.11 Flight at high altitudes requires the use of oxygen by the crew. The oxygen 
equipment, now used by the Army Air Forces, gives flyers complete protection against 
anoxia up to altitudes of 37,000 ft. For continued ffjring efficiency above 37,000 ft, 
some form of added pressure must be used to protect the flyer. Pressure breathing (6- 
in. water pressure) am increase the ceiling 2,000-3,000 ft. Pressure breathing used 
in connection with counterpressure pneumatic clothing can give protection for a few 
minutes as high as 60,000 ft. Prssuure suiti and pressure cabins, however, give the only 
complete protection at extreme altitude. 
7.12 AeroemboUsm (or bends) is a serious human limitation in high altitude flight 
and becomes increasingly signifi^nt above 30,000 ft. For one hours exposure at 
*» «"»ft, one person in ten would be incapacitated; one in ftwr at 40,000 ft. Very few 
indiriduids can stay more than 20 min above 40,000 ft without suffering from aero- 
embolism Prebreathing of oxygen for from i/2 to 1 hr before flight can delay very 
considcrtbly the onset cf aeroembolism. On the other hand, exercise at altitude 
increases the danger of its on««*. 
7.13 Of the mechanic«! effects of altitude, ihe most serious is die rapid expansion 
of body gases, espedally above 30,000 ft, which, if they exist, can ca«*e paitful aS 
dominal discomfort. Extreme rates of decompression t."- .«11 tolerated but compreB 
sion rates above 1 psi/mm are increasingly difficult to withstand except for specially 
trained end selected personnel. 
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7.14 J'A aircraft designed tor extreme high-»ltitude flights (ten miles «nd up) 
must be equipped with pressure cabins sod ideally should be maintained at an absolute 
pressure of 4.4 psi or over. Presüure suits have been built that satisfy this requireiuent 
but have proved to be extremely cumbersome and awkward. 

7.15 Experiments on uuman subjects have shown that the human body can tol—ate 
a relative expansion of internal gases of 2.3 during any explosive decompression of a 
pressure cabin or a pressure suit Above 50,000 ft, however, it is virtually impossible 
to prote-1 a pilot by proper choice of cabin pressuie condition from both the dangers 
of anoxia and expanding internal gases. Loss of cabin pressure at any altitude above 
10,000 ft will place the pilot in sufficient danger to require emergency protection 
from some form of pneumatic clothing, a practical version of which has yet to be 
developed. 

-7.16 Emergency escape from an aircraft, while traveling at extremely high speeds 
(transonic and supersonic), and at high ahinides (10-50 miles) will require many 
special considerations. A parachute must be developed that will relieve the v-ry high 
expected opening shock and will be free of oscillation. For this purpose, the German;: 
developed the ribbon parachute. Emergency oxygen must be carried, probably in the 
parachute, and for bailouts above 50,000 ft, some protection must be provided against 
severe anoxia and aeroembolism. Methods must b« provided to eject the flyer free of his 
damaged ship. Ejection seats as an escape method are only practical for subsonic 
speeds. Full-face oxygen macks will protect the face from wind blpst and cold. The 
concept of an ejectable cockpit, properly pressurized, is at present the best probable 
solution to escape at ext -erne altitudes. For s - a cockpit, a stabilizing parachute is 
required as the speed drops through the transonic rku^e. Larger parachutes free of 
severe opening shocks will be required to reduce dcscei.t to a safe value for striking 
the ground. Alternately, the cockpit could be unsealed automitically Selow 50,000 ft 
and allow a conventional parachute descent. Automatic opening devices should be 
used throughout the sequence of events. 

7.17 The high skin temperanire of supersonic aircraft will require special protec- 
tion for the pilot against heat prostration. Air-cooled flying clothing will b« a require- 
ment. Proper choice of insulation on the cabin will be a factor. As the speed of the 
aircraft drops to subsonic levels, protection against the cold for the i>ilot must be 
considered. 

7.18 Since some rocket-propelled aircraft may use liquid oxygen M one of the 
fuel components, this liquid could be used as a source of cabin pressurisation, as a 
source of oxygen for the pilot, and as a method of cooling an air ventilated duct for 
prrtP''-;on against excessive cabin heat For rockst propuisiäu, using toxic liquids or 
atomic energy sources, protection must be given the pilot against noxious gases or 
radiation. 

COUNTEiMEASURiS 

7.19 High speed, nuneuverability, and high altitude are the «eins of «n-xriug 
interference from ground defenses. However, we auui luioute to the encoiy tt: same 
highly developed weapons of defense which we try to dcrclop. Hence, it appears im- 
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perative to have in our airplanes means fur detection and deflection of target-seeking 
devices aimed at them. This is one of the many problems which concern counter- 
measures against new remote-controlled or homing devices. 

7.20 A techcically competent tnemy will try to thwart our operations by counter- 
measures directed «a our own electronic devices for the collection of inform» aon - J i 
the transmission of intelligence and control. The vulnerability of a target-finding rac'.ar 
to jamming is no less important than the vulnerability to fighter attack of the vehicle 
which carries the radar and the bomb. We hove seen in the war just past a lively battle 
of weapon and counterweapon in the fields of radio and radar. A: certain times we 
enjoyed the advanuge of a new technique, temporarily unknown to the enemy, and 
hence, of a period when a new device (for example, microwave ASV radar) could be 
used with impunity. It would not be wise to count on many such advauCageat in the 
future, and it is, therefore, imporunt to asf ess the vulnerability of uew devices at an 
early stage of their development. In the repot *s of the individual conjultaots on radar, 
communications, infrar« i, and guided missies, the specific problems of counter- 
measures are taken up. 't is worth while to present here certain broad conclusions 
which emerge from these »tot^es: 

a. The fact ihat an electronic device can, in principle, be jammed (and most of 
them can) does not necessarily mean that it will be jammed so as to impair seriously 
its military value. The problem of jamming, realistically considered, is not merely one 
of ingenuity, of which we must assume that the enemy has an unlimited supply, but of 
electric power and energy and well-known physical laws. It may be made uneconomi- 
cal for the enemy to interfere with some d*vit« of our», even though he regards it as a 
serious threat. 

b. Th« developments in radar and related fields which promise the most in 
freedom from enemy interference are the use of a diversity of frequency channel», 
rapid tuning from one channel to another, higher power, and where consistent with 
other requirements, more directive beams of radiation. The opening up of the micro- 
wave region of the spectrum ha», oa the whole, made the task of the would-be jammer 
much more formidable. 

c. Radio links used for remote guiding and control, or for transfer of intellif «nee 
from and to unmanned aircraft, wiH prcbaoly make more and more use of the ' tom- 
bination-lock-' type of security, exemplified by electronic pulse coding and decoding, 
in contra« to the "concealed-buaon" type of security, which involve» the d-ngerou» 
assumption that the enemy cannot readily discover what we are doing. 

d Concealment and camouflage against detection by radar and other means have 
been developed yigorously and will continue to develop. We must keep active and 
sis« in this field, if only to be able w »ntVip».'«- 'he countertreasure» to which our 

devices may fall rictim. 
e. In geacral. electronic wrtf-re putt a premium on ingenuity, speed, adaptt- 

bility, and alertne»». Against the countermeasures of a determined and technically 
advanced enemy our only pennanem military uuM are well-inforc^d resou. rr.Ail. 
sdendfle peraoand, and t flexible production organiaat"^ • 
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I   IW7ICÜS PfW WAS BUNK. TKREraS WAS NOT nn«« 

PIKPICT  COMMUNICATION  FtOM  OROUND   TO  AIR 

8.1 The preceding discussion has assumed accurate and reliable communication 
between the airplanes involved, and between the airplanes and the« base. Present 
aviation communication, while fairly satisfactory, still lacks a good deal in realibiiity 
and ability to make contact. However, if the present rate of development continues, the 
requirements of the projected Air Forces can be met in ■ relatively few years. 

8.2 At present the .ommunication problem is divided into two c&rts: 

a. Liaison communication for the long-range transfer of information between 
individual airplanes or (lights of airplanes and their base, distances from a few hundred 
miles to seven! thoosand laiN«. 

b. Command communication between the members of a group or formation 
of planes. 

8.3 Future aviation communicatic a will undoubtedly retain these two subdivisions, 
and will probably include a third, ismely short-range commnnication between air 
bases and airplanes, for the purpoae of guiding offensive operations, traffic direction, 
and landing control. This may include visual presentation by tcicrision and instru- 
ment indication, as well as voice conununication. 

5.4 The liaison ■yatein must operate on frequencies between one and ten mega- 
cycles. This is becaoa« radiations at higher frequencies follow cascndally line-of-sight 
paths, while lower fraqoendes, such as are used for transoceanic communication, 
require antenna lengths which cannot be accommodated, even in the largest bombera. 
In order to obtain commiaicadon at a distance in the frequency rang« available for 
liaison work, it is necMMiy to decpod upon ionospheric reflection, and to obtain re- 
liability it is essential to select from among eight or ten bands in this region. Because 
of these limitations, liaison communication is limited to between fvc and ten speech 
channels. This means that the communication must be very highly organised in order 
to economise in the channels needed. 

8.) The use of teletype systems and special voice coding can greatly reduce the 
frequennr bandwidth required for a communication channe*. By adopting these 
means, a great many more channels become available. This may become an important 
pan of liaison. 

8.6 Long-distance communication of the liaison type may be snppUniented by a 
high-frequency relay system. This -roll »nake available a large number of channels, 
which can be used for liaison. However, the longer wavelength dire« liaison channels 
must be retained in the evco: the relay chain is broken. 

8.7 Command communication allows a much grcacc. attitude in the selection of 
the frequency at which it can operate, since only line-of-sight is required. In practice 



it will be carrie 1 on at as high a frequency a? po.sible, in order to make available a 
maximum of communication channels, limited only by the state of technical develop- 
ment, antenna considerations, aud the molecular absorption ot the air. 

6.8 At present, comm-nd systems operate ac frequencies around a hundred mega- 
cycles. In the imuediate future the frequency should be increased by a far.or ...( at 
Last ten, and perhaps much more. There will be available a large number of commum- 
cation channels at these upper frequencies, so that each airplane in the group or for- 
mation can be assigned individual channels, in addition to general and emergency 
channels shared by the whole group. 
8.9 The channel space available can be u»ed not only to gi- t a large number of 
bands, but also to protect the system from jamming, interference, and interception, 
by using special forms of modulation, multiple channels, or other refinements. 

8.10 With the large number of channels to be employed in »bis type of operation, 
it » imperative that the individual units be integrated into a closely knit practical 
system. This can be done following practices similar to those employed in ordinary 
telephone systems. Each airplane in the formation would be assigned a frequency or 
pair of frequencies on which ii.- would communicate with anyone calling him. In order 
to odl another airplane, the caUing transmitter and receiver would be tuned to the fre- 
quency of the station being caUed, simply by mtnipulating a numbered dial similar to a 
telephone dial. While certtin problems connected with frequency stability remain, 
steps have already been taken toward their solution in the use of a single stabiliicd 
oscillator to control the frequency of both transmitter and receiver, various feedback 
systems, and similar meatutes. In such a network it would be eaawmal that certain 
master channels be kept open at all times for the reception of general commands and 
emergency instruction. Since these channels must be available whether or not a station 
is calling another airplane, this arrangement may require some duplication of equip- 
ment. This will not be seriously objectionable, because short-range, high-frequency 
radio equips. ?at can be made relatively small. 

8.11 Certain command operations ma) oe aided by highly directional transmission. 
Communication of this type can be carried out very effideutly in the microwave por- 
tions of the radio spectrum. Laboratory models rj receivers and traosmitters are at 
present in existence, and the technical jvvülability of this equipment is assured. 

8.12 The extremely high-frequency portion of the radio spectrum, that is 60.000 
megacycles ot more, hat certain, properties which may be of value for short-rang? 
command systems. Here the moleculsf absorption of the atmotpherc beigns to be 
important. This means that the signal is attenuated very rapidly with distance. Thus, 
it would be possible to carry on communication between airplanes in a formation 
and yet mainuin radio silence as far as ground detector or more distant airplanes 
are concerned. However, before such equipment becomes avilable for practirfj 
aviation application, it must go through a long period of research and derelopment. 

8.13 For single-seater fighters and other aircraft where one man must perform a 
great many operations, as well as »a as radio opei tor, it may be airevsary to i'-'ptv»- 
meut voice communication with an ind: ~ ating system. *•'';.'• a semipcrmaarui record of 
the message. Developmental equipmeivt of this type has all eady been produced in the 
form of the British "Beecbnut" and American "Volflag." These units not only give an 



■nnunciato/ presentation of the message, to De read by the pilot, but also give an auto- 
matic answer-back when the equipment correctly records the signal. This typ^ of 
equipment can be made highly se:cctiv« and jam-proof. 

8.14 Facsimile may also serve as an adjunct to voice communication. It allows the 
transmission of large amounu of information ovtr a relatively narrow cK*oi--l. 
Furthermore, this information is in the form of a permanent record. TIIP informatir/n 
whicd can be tranjmitted may be in the form of maps, pictures, or charts, in addition 
to written words, which in iueif can be of considerable value, because the bandwidth 
required is somewhat greater than is needed for speech transmission, it probably will 
not be used as liaison equipment, but will be operated at command frequencies and 
on radio relay chains. 
8.1) In order to carry out successfully large-scale aerial operations under all 
weather conditions, it is necessary to provide very complete contact between the air 
base and airplanes leaving or approaching the base. When large numbers of airplanes 
are involved, voice communicftdon will not be adequate, but must be supplemented 
by some form of visual aid. A modification of the "Teleran" system can provide the 
required conta (. With this «yttem, the location and altitude of all airplanes in the 
neighborhood of the base »r« Qt«:ajined by radar equipment at the ground sution. 
This iofofmation is electronically plotted on maps of the terrain, dividing the space 
above the air base into a predetermined number of levels. A picture of the map and the 
airplanes at a given level is transmitted by television to the airplanes at that level. 
Thus, the pilot of every airpUae at each level knows the whereabouts of every other 
airplane at his altitude, and the danger of coUision is greatly reduced. The transmitted 
map carries with it appropriate meteoroloeical information and any instructions that 
may be necessary'. Blind landing and take-off aids are also provided for airplanes at the 

lowest level. 
8.16 This system gives the ground sution complete control of the airplanes in the 
vicinity und makes possible the concentradoo of large numbers of aircraft with rela- 
tively little danger. It also makes it possible for the air stadon to direct the grouping 
of Urge airpUne formadons and perform other functions necessary in carrying out air 

activities on a large scale. 
8 17 The three classes of commumcfMon described will provide tor the inter'- 
change of informatiou required for integrated air activity OP a large scale. In its present 
state of development, the radio art is in a positipn to supply most of the technical 
means for liaison, command, and air-base control. However, radio research should be 
encouraged in order to improve present means and develop new equipment giving 
t*-" Performance. (See the report "Aircraft Radio Comm-oicadon Equipment," 
Part HI of the SAG report RaJar ami Commtmications.) ^ 
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DIPIND   HOMI 

DETECTION AND WAPNINO 

9.1 The first problem of defense is detection «od warning. The successful defense 
of England wax »ttributed largely to long-wavelength, early warning radar, installed 
at the time of the Munich agreement. This equipment could detect aircraft at a range of 
150 miles >i normal cruiäiag altiiuJ», although its resolution was so low that it could 
not separate as distinct indications two aircraft 10 or I) miles apart. Aircraft at low 
altitudes could not be detected. Had the Germans known the liniit«:ions of the equip- 
ment, they could have defeated its use. 

9.2 These early types of equipment, operating on wavelengtc i of ten and three 
meters, were succeeded by »microwave equipment of much greater resolution. The 
range of all types is essentially limited by the optical horizon. It is possible to build 
equipment capable of detecting all aircraft flying below any give altitude and above the 
optical horizon with a resolution and position accuracy of the order of 1 SO feet, under 
normal atmospheric conditions. It is possible to eliminate from the indicator all targets 
which are not moving. Hence, the area covered will 'it determined by the height of the 
set and the screening by tunounding hills. The height can be increased by using air- 
borne sett, but the size of the available aircraft limits such equipment to lower weight 
and power, which in turn limits the range to about 200 miles. 

9.3 Identification of the detected aircraft as friendly or hostile is a major problem. 
Idcndlication beacon* have been found to be only a partial solution. Reliance has to be 
placed in large measure on knowledge of the flight plan and of the progress of the 
flight« of all friendly aircraft, identifying unfriendly aircraft by a proccsa of elimination. 
Advances in » mmunication techniques will probably supply additional aid in iden- 
tification. 
9.4 Unsolved problems in detection ai.d warning are the ability of aircraft to i>.y 
low, »o thai they renuun belo* the optical horizon nntil very close, and the problem of 
detecting missUes like V.2, comiag in from the stratosphere »t steep angles outside the 
angles covered by present radar warning sets. The first ma/ be solved by the use of 
airborne search radar sensitive only to moving targets. The second requires only 
sJ-iu^ual engineering development to improve the high-altitude coverage. 

9.5 The provision of warning alone, without methods of defeating the attack, is 
useless. The warning network must be integrated with the control of fighter and mis- 
sile squadrons. 

COUNTiftMiASURES AOAMIT MISSliiS 

9.6 The second great problem of d-rfe. sc of hom« territory n cc.intürai^.5«re» 
against missiles. We shaU not heie discu»» passive measures, such as dispersion of 
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industry, uiiderground location of key tt'gets, etc., but only the «ctive measures against 
the missile in flight. So far as known at present, the possible active measures against 
atomic bombs do not differ from those against missiles carrying ordinary explosives. 
Such measures wii: be directed to deflect the attack by electronic disturbances, to 
produce premature explosion, and finally to hit or destroy the missiles by b!;«t or 
fragmectatioa f. -m warheads of defensive missiles. 

9.7 Any missile using remote radio control, electronic homing devices, or proxim- 
ity fuses, can in theory be jammed. In practice it is necessary to know something of 
the methou -J operation and to adapt jamming equipment to the particular enemy 
device. This information may be obtained either by intelligence methods, by contin. 
uous search of the electromagnetic spectrum, or by examination of captured equip- 
ment. There is no blanket over-all method of jamming which would defeat any and all 
types of elecuonic apparatus. This method of defense requires extremely close cooper- 
ation between iatelligence officers, special reconnaissanc: patrols, and electronip 
specialists engaged in development of jamming equipment. 

9.8 Missiles using homing devices may be deceived by decoy urgets. Thus a 
missile using heat radiation i^uld be decoyed by artificial urgets. This device is of 
limited application, since techniques of target selection are known, and the enemy 
must be assumed to possess them. It would be difficult, if not impossible, to locate a 
decoy target within the field of view if a missile were directed toward the real target 
and yet far enough away to be outside the radius of destruction of an atomic bomb. 

9.9 Many persons have suggested the possibility of producing premature explosion 
or otherwise incapacitating missiles by means of some form of ray. If the missile 
carries a proximity fuse, it may indeed be possible to operate it by a suitable electronic 
jammer and thus explode the bomb, whether it cotuists of atomic or ordiaary ex- 
plosive. In the absence of a proximity fuse or of a system for remote electronic control 
of detonation, science offers no prospect of detonation at a distance. The interaction of 
electromagnetic radiation with matter has been thoroughly investigated from long 
radio waves through microwaves, infrared, visible light, ultraviolet, X rays, gamma 
rays, to cosmic rays. Our ability to concentrate radiant energy at a distant point is 
limited by a fundamental property of wave motion in an unboiuided mediuq^i.e., the 
tendency of the waves to spread. Even ii' tv/Ice the total electric power of the United 
States were placed in a single beam from a reflector 50 feet in diameter, the intensity 
at one mile would just reach the sparking voltage in air. Furthermore, shielding is 
relatively easy, because of the high inductivity of metals. The very shortest rays cannot 
be focused, and the energy decreases as the inverse aquare of the distance. Thus, present 
set: ^x:' _ knowledge offers no hope for, but on the contrary distinct evidence against, 
the possibility of detonating bombs at a distance. —«^ 

9.10 No serious attempt has yet been made to hit a projectile or missile moving 
with, say, twice the velocity of scu/x*. However, by adapting the urget-seeking prin- 
ciple to winged rocket projectiles, it should be possible to accomplish this aim, pro- 
vided location and warning occur sufficiently in advance. Another prindple wo>-M b*- 
that of a barrage of aerial mines; however, it docs not ap~; *r possible to int.ease the 
deasity of the barrage to mich an extent that the missile would not slip through. Cer- 
tainly both methods should be studied. 
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^.11 Against «ircrtft, manned or unmanned, moving with »onic or slightly higher 
velocity, target-seeking automatic interceptors seem to give most promise The Ger- 
man project Wasserfall, the British CAP project, and some of our own undertakings 
move in this direction. Ramjet propulsion seems to be the most eflicisnt way to reach 
the necessary speed and flight duration. 
9.12 Manned interceptor» will be developed, as well as automatic dev<r.s. V<..r 
thir purpose both rocket and jet propulsion drive should be considered. For extreirie 
altitudes, the rocket may be the only method of propulsion which promises success. 
Because of human limitations, manned interceptors probably cannot be used against 
extremely high-speed unmanned missiles. 

OFFiNSi IS BEST DEFENSE 

9.13 One possibility in the future may be the rocket barrage wiih atomic v/arhet d. 
This could be used against aircraft or missilt: traveliug at high »hioide. If the ra'ige 
of the effect of the atomic explosion is exactly known (estimated as about two miles 
for the present atomic bomb) and atomic explosion is possible in devices of reduced 
size, damage on our own ternary can be avoided. Especially, attack from the high seas 
could be prevented by projecting the barrage at a sufficient disttnee out to sea. 

9 14 While it is profitable to develop as effective means as possible for both active 
and passive dw'ense against enemy action, it must be remembered that a purely defens- 
ive attitude is defeatist. A nation which reUes solely on defense for its security ■* m- 
vidng disaster. England might well have become untenable if only defenme measures 
had been relief on to stop the V.2 attacks. These attacks were only stopped after uae 
of the launching sites had been denied the enemy, japans defeat was assured when 
she failed to deny us access to air bases from which we could attack the homeland 
itself. T*# hest difmu* it <J*qmst* pnpMtatmt for * Orvng og***- 
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PROBLEMS OF ORGANIZATION  WITH 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

PUI 

10.1 The spectacular innovations in techaological warfare which appeared with 
ever-increasing momentum in World War II have made r- extremely conscious of the 
necessity for continuous scientific research tc insure . r.tenance of our national 
security. The legislative and executive branches of the government, industry, and 
science are now intensively sng.ped in finding the best form of organization and the 
most efficient scheme for uniting all efforts to create the best facilities and utiliue all the 
available scientific talents. Many of the fundamental questions of organization will be 
decided after the legislative work has been done. However, it is of the utmost impor- 
tance that the Air Forces lay down he leading principles of their own policy and 
establish the foundation of organized research in their own realm. 

10.2 The basic principles of the responsibilities of the Air Forces in the scientific 
domain may be formulated as tollows: 

a. The Air Forces have the fundamental responsibility for insuring that the 
nation is prepared to wage effective air warfare. This responsibility cannot be dele- 
gated to any other government agency or scientific body. 

b. The Air Forces must be able to call on all talents and facilities existing in the 
nation «nd sponsor further development of facilities and creative work of scientists and 

industry. 
c The Air Forces must have the mtru of recruiting and training personnel who 

will have full understanding ol the scientific facts necessary to procure and use equip- 
ment which is more advanced than that used by any other nation. 

d The Air Forces must be authorized to expand existing AAF research facilities 
and create new ones to do their own research and also to make such facilities available 
to seiend«» and industrial concerns working on problems of the Air Forces. 

10 3 During World War II, the Air Forces c^.uyed the fr: its of research work 
being done by several scientific bodies organized or called upon for the duration of 
th- war Moreover, the whole ,dfc.«ific manpower of the nation was available to the 
services, and a great portion of it to the Army Ar Forces. Hew to secure the coopera- 
tion of science and industry during peacetime is a very difficult problem. 

10 4 Unfortunately it is not possible to establish the n .ssaty link betwee,. sciem e 
and industry on cue side and the Air Forces on the other, by establishing contact and 
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aKreement at the top level ouly. It would be simple to establish an office ol organized 
science and agree to allot scientific problems to such an office »nd military problems 
to the Air Forces.JHowever, scientific results cannot be used efficiently by soldiers who 
have no understanding of them, and scientists cannot produce results useful for war- 
fare without an und;»tanding of the operations.^The following sections present 
certain lecommendations which may have some value for the solution oi he problem. 

•a 
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Rcnoos Püfflt vis BuiK, Ti»«nr^ «AS NOT nnso 
.,■-. —.     i—»yurt» wmj. uiPMi.iiiiuill'i..-...lill»w.,iiMia.wi.w".iiui»»»»—— 

COOPIIIATION   IITWIIN   SCIINCI   AMP   THI 
AIM  PORCIt 

U.l       It is geatnlly recognized that an adequate national progtara for extending 
the frontiers of knowledge in farious fields of basic science is a necMsary pHjunct to 
the maintenance of military security of the nation. Every scientist Development 
eventually finds its way into the field of military applications. However, basic rescarfh 
requires time. War» are fought with weapons based on fundamentais discover.-d during 
the preceding year» of peace. Discovery of fundamental results is dependent on an at- 
mosphere of freedom from immediate specific goals and time MHSJ. yy 
11.2       For these reasons government authorities, military o* civil<a>., should foster,   L- 
bu' uot dictate, basic research. The successful conduct of such re- eure1- ."squires free- 
doiu and continuity of effon i-^d cannot be accomplished by intern. n«nt contracts io:   ( 
small tasks. Research suffs cannot be assembled and dispersed rt »hon intervals. In   j 
addition, parallel competitive attack* on research problems do not constitute wasteful  1 
duplication. Coordination should take the form of exchange of information, rather j 
than centrslired dictatorial control of projects, funds, and faciliües.                            / 
UJ       The Air Force» do not desire to do basic scientific r-search in their own 
organiiation»; however, they wish to encourage and sponsor --u h research as they 
deem necessary for the defense of the nation. 
11 4       At the present time there is a tendency to concentrate the Section of scientific \ 
research activitiea in one controUing organisation and make this organiiatioa respon- 
sible for the production of »demific results needed by the »ervicer for the derelopme 
of new weapon« and equipment. Such centraliiation can be deuinental to Amenc^ 
science, if it means exduaion of independent Individ»^, and S^: groups of reward, 
men whoae contribution» are vital to the maintenance of an «bvndant scientific We    g^ 

within a nation. 
11 5       Generally it may be s«d that th. conception and iniria devdopment of new 
idea» often come from men and group» which are widdy di.per.ed and not directly 
connected with centrd organiMtions and planned research. Jet propulsion and atomic 
energy are good ejumpl« of this the«.. In both field, individual initiative, not die- 
ated by an' preconceived plan, played an important p«t. both in this country «id 
..«JL If free enterpri.« and initiative are n^eswry for main^mng a wund economy / 
within a nation, certdnly they are even more necewary in «aenafic life. 
116       It i. imperative from thi. point of view that the Air Force, co-iunue am' 
«p«d their pr««« direa rdatio«., spiritual and contmciud. with v«.o«. «rur«^. , 
^««ch Uboratori... ^d indivi^ sdenti«. None o. the c«.«l«»«««»« K 
exL"ir now and «> In «fhUd-d dH^id be the only wurce of inform«»«., and tbe^) 
^«mXy .^cy ben««. Kience and th. A« F<««a. Th. .Mr fore* ^A ^ 
£tZT~*Z i^i on in«i«tion. and «KÜvi*-:. who« a«i««.c. mey ^ 
to be of th« g«t««« benefit fo» thdr pfOgrM». 
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117 T je ideal god if, on one »ide, the crettioo of * fcientific atmosphere in the 
Air Forcei, on the other «de. the mtinttining of > permwient interest of scientific 
workers in problems of the Air Forces. The handling of research on «pplicstions of 
nuclear physics by some milita;y authorities gives an interesting «ampSe of how 
scientific people can be «.„tagoniited by too much command. 

11.8 The »»hyaical attributes of scientific life are libraries, laboratories, publ;.ca- 
tions, society'meetings. The main impediment to high-grade cooperative scientific 
activity in the past has been the conflicdng phUosophy of acientists an.l soldiers in 
handling scientific matters. An nnaroidable dificulty is introduced, of course, by the 
security rettricdons necruiMted by the character of military «search. However, it is 
believed that this problem can be snccescfiilly solved. 

11.9 The first requirement for successful scientific coilaborstion is an efficient 
method of making the material contained in the archives of the Air Forces and other 
military bodies accessible to those gdentific workers who are dsared for classified 
information and whose cooperation is desired. The lack of such an organiaed library 
service has in the past b*en one of the great impediments to sdentific work. The Air 
Docomenu Division, eatabitab*! recently at Wright Field, may bs the nudeiis for the 
development of an efficient library and information service. 

11.10 Concerning the laboratory work, it is recommeoded that Army Air Forces 
personnd b« assigned to dvilian laboratorioa. in order to acquire an intimate know- 
ledge of sdentific -esearch to paraait them to evaluate comedy sdentific facts and 
effectively direct and mpervia« nsaarch in the Air Forces laboratoriea. However, the 
personnel asaigned to dvilian laboratoriM shoold not be thmre as snperviaing or liaison 
officers, but merely to lawn. On the otker hand, it is neommcoded that the Air Forces 
devdop a sdentific naervc corps fcmiliar with comot military problems, as a pool 
for active service in wartim«. Youagar idaatiitt, who were working on projecu in 
varioos dvilian orgaohatiooa dntiag the war, would conatitmc admirably fit candidates 
for this reserve corps. 
11.11 The employmeot of dvilian consuhaata, which was authorised for the dura- 
tion of the emergency, should be continued in peacetime. The wide variety of research 
and development problems iadng the Air Forces deintely raquirw that die Air Forces 
be able to call upon «pedalia» fioai time tc time and for limited pcrioda. in order to 
obtain the beat advice and comprelm^ e repons on selected topics of current interest. 

11.12 During the war several la'joratories, established by the services and the 
NDRC, in dose connection with universities and directed by sdeadsta belonging to 
th. .^I/eraitiea, made important contributions. This favoiaole result suggests the 
establishment of cooperative laboratories, in which the administrative and finandai 
reaponaibility and management would remain with tbe government, and th«1 sdentific 
direction would be undertaken by faculty members. Thia mcdiod would solve tue 
security problem and yet hrv« the admntages of the geographical and spiritual con- 
nection with a place «f sdentific learning. 

11.1) In the field of publications and meetings, it is rcr^aamended that thz iutere»« 
of sdentists in military probletiis be cultivated by spucsoring a society for military 
sdences, whose membcrsLip and publicationi, would be reatrictcd in conformity witii 
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security regulations. Air Forces personnel should be given membership in this society 
and permission to discuss «nd publish the results of their endeavors in the classified 
publications of the society. 
11.14       The following -ecommendations are therefore made: 

a. Direct research contracts between the Air Forces »nd scientific ioMtuUJi.i. 

b. Library of classified material, to be made available to scientists who have been 
cleared. 

c. Exchange of personnel between the Air Forces and civilian laboratories. 

d. Authorization for temporary employnsent of scientific consultants. 

e. Cooperative laboratories in close connection with universities. 

f. Scientific society for military sciences, with membership requiring clearance, 
and classified publications. 
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COOPIRAIION   BiTWIIN   INDUfTRY   AND   THi 
AIR   FORCIf 

12.1 This report does not deal with problems of procurement. Thus the analysis 
and recommendations are restricted to the problems of research .ind development to 
be done cooperatively by the Air Forces and industry. 

12.2 The main field in which industry and the Air Fo.-'-e« J'ill work in close 
cooperation is applied research and development. It is imperative that the Air Forces 
separate funds and management of development contracts from procurement con- 
tracts. In the past, much time and effort have been wasted by lack of a clear line between 
proTurcment and development. Development romracts should also be based c~ com- 
petition, sine the competitive spirit probat;;) produces tht best solution in the shurt 
est time. However, competin ir in scientific and development Wvtrk is different in its 
nature from pure commercial competition. 

12,5 The main objective in separating research and development from procure- 
ment is to make it possible for industry and the talent available in the industry to carry 
on applied research, which is absolutely necessary for rapid progress in the articles 
to be produced. Some industrial companies own facilities and funds for this purpose, 
as for example, the large companies producing electrical equipment, automobiles, and 
chemical products. These companies practice mass production and have a wide market 
for their products; therefore, they are able to do applied (in some cases even basic) 
research for the purpose of improving their products or of reducing the cost of pro- 
duction. In the case of the aircraft industry, it is generally recognized that the govern- 
ment must at least partially support the costs of applied research, because many of <he 
problems refer solely to military applications and the costs of developmeni cannot be 
recovered ^ the sale of the product. It is believed that it is more advantageous for the 
Air Forces to pay for the research needed than to pay higher prices for the products 
which would include the costs of developntflt. 

12.4 Supersonic flight and pilotlets airplanes will undoubtedly create a gap be- 
tween aircraft used in civilian life and in aerial warfare. Consequently certain parts of 
the aircraft industry wiU be engaged in developments which have no commercial value 
and wi'l not result in Urge orders from the government durioir peacetime. It is then 
necessary that promising developments of this type be carried through the pilot-plant 
stage with the financial support of the Air Forces T.ese pilot phnts should be able to 
furnish the quantity necessary for tactical evaluation of the equipment. In addition, all 
preparations must be made for ^curing a rapid expansion of production of both 
materials (such as special fuels and propeUants) and devices (like missiles, electronic 

. equipment, etc.). 
/ / 12.5 Many proWtras .-» quire facilities which ar^onh - -iilable to the gov.rnment. 

V^   In the past the N ACA, at the request of the armed services, carried out most of the tests U fl 



„ere ,sary to improve the characteristic, of experimental aupiane «XP«. 't .s bcl.eved 
,hat it would he more advantageous for the general progress .f the NACA were re- 
Heved of the duty of testing and improving experimental types and could concentrate 

\ on forward-looking investigations on questions of basic and appl.ed sc.ence.   The 
\ testing and research for immediate improvement of experimental types should be taken 
\ over by the Air Forces and new facilities should be created wh.ch ali iw t..: carry ng 
\       out of such tests on a large scale. The design of new facilities should take in'o account 
\    the probable development in the next decades. 

12 6 The air lines will be an important factor in any future warfare, since their 
equipment and experienced personnel constitute a valuable reserve for „rgamzed 
transportation between the mainland and bases distributed over the world. H-nce. a 
dose connection between the air lines and the Air Forces is necessary. In tU oper- 
ational field, a, in the field of airplane and engine development, the natural develop- 
ment is that the facilities of the Air Forces should be used for perfecting operational 
methods, such ks traffic control, landing aids, etc. 

12.^       The following recoror.tadations art ..r^ifore made: 

a.   Separation ol ».nd. and management of research and dev«lopment rontracts 

from procurement contracts. 
/     b.   Design of Air Forces facilities for applied research and development, both in 

the field of technology and operations, on such a scale that they can      made available 
Vl ) to the induwiy producing equipment and the companies engaged L. ...r trensportation, 

to carry out the retearch necessary for the development desired by the Air Forces. 

c. Promising developments of the nonrevenue-producing type should be placed 
in pilot-plant production to such an extent that the Air Forces can obttin a sufficient 
number for tactical valuation of the special equipment and devices to be used in case 

of war. 
d. Rapid expansion of production facilities for such iten-s should be adequately 

provided for by the development contracts. 
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ADIQUATI   FACILITIES   IN   THI   AIR   FORCE!   FCR 
RlfBARCH   AND   DIVBLOPMBNT 

13.1 Scientific research in the Air Forces embraces not only the application of the 
physical sciences for production of efficient equipment, but should refer to all phases 
of aerial warfare which require scientific thought and analysis. For example, it should 
include problems of a physiological and psychological nature as well as the scientific 
analysis of operations and methods of prognosis of the effects of planned operations. 

13.? In the pat, especially in the last pf»war ye«rs »nH during the war, the Air 
Forces developed reseat>.h and testing . ^uJr.tnent a: Wright Field fo »'rcraft, —fines, 
armpment and other equipment, materials, and also for a<romedir;ne and physijiogy. 
At Eglin Field a proving ground was established for equipment to be tested under 
field conditions and for the study of effects of means of destruction. These facilities, 
in the light of futuic development, appear definitely inadequate, even from the purely 
technical viewpoint of producing and testing efficient equipmet 

13.3 There is no doubt that electronic devices will play an increasingly important 
part in all future Air Forces operations. In the past, the history of •'- ironic applica- 
tions has usually been that a device was developed for ground ute, and then, some time 
later, its value to the Air Forces was realized, and after suffering severe and prolonged 
redesigning, it finally became useable in the air. Almost invariably this process of re- 
design was carried out by engineers with no real knowledge of the special problems 
of aircraft. In other words, the areonautical engineers have had no appreciation of the 
possible value of electronics in solving their problems, and the electronic engineers 
have had no knowledge of the difficulties their equipment would experience on air- 
craft. Electronic equipment has been added to planes as an afterthought, with con- 
sequent difficulties of installation and operation. Even in the case of radar, it was not 
until 1944 that a group of radar srientijt« a JJ aeronautical engineers conferred for the 
purpose of studying the uses of radar and discussing the problems of installing 
radar equipment in planes. 

13.4 Future controlled missiles are completely dependent Oi. electronic devices. 
Tb-v ■''uat be designed by electronic and aeronautical engineers vorkiog in close 
cooperation. Instrument flying requires that the electronic equipment be designed 
by person« familiar with aeronautical problecj*. 

13.J In the age of moderate spe«i airplanes with conventional engine-propellsr 
drive, it was possible to carry out oevelipment work on separate components. Super- 
sonic airplanes and pilotless aircraft cannot be developed successfully by such methods. 
Question.) of aerodynamic», structures, propulsion, and control arc c!of.c!y inte on- 
nected. The component part» of a guided missile cann- je mad« to fuueion mUt- 
pendently any mo« than can any one organ of the human body. Based on these con- 
siderations, it is proposed 'Jwt the Air Forces create new facilities, under one com- 
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(   «und, entirely separated from procurement and supply, with the objective of develop- 
\  i,ag supersouic and pilotless aircraft. 

U.6 The Center for Supersonic and Pilotless Aircraft Development (SPAD) 
should be equipped with dequatc wind-tunnel facilities to attain speeds up to three 
times the velocity of sound, with large enough test sections to accommod^ mr.'nh 
of reasonable size, including jet propulsion units, and one ultrasonic w.nd tunnel lor 
exploration of the upper frontier of the supersonic speed range. Ample facil.t.es for 
the study of combustion and other characteristics of propulsion systems at very high 
altitudes should be provided. Electronic engineers should be given the necessary facil- 
ities to study control methods, servomech.niims, and homing devices in close cooper- 
ation with aerodynamicists and propulsion experts. The Development Center should 
also provide facilities for investigations of the human aspects of flight at supersonic 
speed a=d extreme altitudes. The facilities for experimental launching, Hight research, 
and flisht analysis should 'oe integral parts of the Deve'opment Center. 

13 7 It is believed th?' th- Air Forces progr=m in the field of supersonic and pilot 
less aircraft urgently need, the establishment of such a central orgamration to lead 
the activities of the scient'Sc .-«itutions «ad industrial companies to new horizons; 
and, to make facilities available 'or research and devt. .?m< •' work. « essary, beyond 
a doubt, for maintaining our supremacy in the air. 

13.8 It is proposed that research and .' veiopment in the field of aircraft oper- 
ations, communications, and weather setvicc be conso'i 'a d 'nto a Center lor per- 
auonal Aircraft Development (OAD). wi'h rhe objective J.. pproach- - ne ideal of «he 
all-weather Air Forces, solving the problems of traffic control, fighter control, and of 
warning and location. This Center should be equipped with adequate laboratory 
facilities for applications of radar and televisiou technique. Experimental bases for 
testing control and communication devices should be integral parts of this Center. 
It should cooperate closely with the air lines and the weather service. 

13.9 It is believed that the proving ground at Eglin Field should be put in charge 
of development of bombing devices and procedures, and study of bombing survey and 
analysis methods. 
13.10 It is proposed that a Center fot Nuclear Aircraft Development (NAD) be 
initiated, dealing with problems arising in connection with atomic bombs and the 
use of atomic energy for aircraft propulsion. 

13.11 The organizations and facilifies suggested in this chapter cannot be created 
in onr year, but must be developed gradually in coordination with the work of other 
interested military and civilian agencies. On the other hand, it is my conviction that 

\ unless the Air Forces begin systematically biiiWag up development centers with 
competent personnel and adequate testing facilities, they will unavoidably lose tbf 

\     lead and initiative in fields whic!- in a few years will constitute the domains of their 
v    A most vital responsibilities. 

SUMMARY OF RKOMMINOATIONS 

13.12 The following rvcommeadations are therefore made: 



a. R'-itjarch and developmeot ia the fi-.id of aerodyaamio, propuision, control, 
and electronics should functioo as on. "atity. 

b A Centei- for Supersoni. and Piiitless Aircraft Development (SPAD) should 
be established, with adequate v/ind-tuiijcl, propulsion, control, and electronic re- 
search facilities. 

c. A Censer for Operational Aircraft Development (OAD) should be established 
for research and development in the operational field, such as all-weather flight 
problems, communicittions, and fighter control. 

d. A Center for Nuclear Aircraft Development (NAD) should be initiated. 

e. Eglin Field should be developed into a research and development center for 
bombing technique, research on blast effects, and bombing survey and analysis 
methods. ^ 
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LONO-RANOE PLANNING 

14.1 Sciecitific planning must be years ahead of the actual research and devciop- 
ment work. Lang-range planning should be the respcnsibility of the Commanding 
General of the Air Forces. I believe there ir general agreement throughout the natioc 
that in the past decides the direct interest of the Commanding General in long-range 
planning has been one of the most importac> assets of the forme* Air Corps and the 
present Air Forces. This philosophy «houlu ha preserved in the mture. From this 
point of view, it is advisable that a permanent adeotific Advisory Group, consisting 
of qualified officers and eaii ^ent civilian sci-'uti.'M. »houlJ be available to the Com- 
manding General, reporting directly to hin OR import» at sew developments and 
advising him on the planning of scientific research. It is considered that the advice 
and contributions of persons who, although thoroughly familiar with the work and 
the needs of the Air Forces, have their main activity o-itside of the Army, would be of 
considerable value. This group should conta.a erp <ns with broad experience in the 
various branches of science involved, who would represent a cross section of our 
scientific thought. Their reports to the Comr ancHn, General would be used to ffeect 
continuous revision of the Air Forces rriearth ard development program. 

MANAOiMENT OF REUARCH AND DiVllOfMINT 

14.2 The problem of the best organization of management and development is 
a very difficult one. It cannot be expected that unanimou» agreement can be reached 
on this question. The plan for management of research and development is a sore 
point in all large organizations or coroi». nies. It mostly undergoes periodic changes, 
which emphasize one or the other side of the question, ranging from separate and 
almost independent research laboratories to decentralization of research and develop- 
menr'^'iÄ'operating units. In the special case of the Air Forces, two solutions have 
been proposed: (1) the establishment of one Air Staff section for research and develop- 
s ;.-, >, ind (2) a supervising and directing agency attached to .he office of the Chief of 
Air Staff. Both solutions have advantages and disadvantages. Obviously it vould be 
extremely difficult to remove the actual openkuon of all research and drvelopmenf 
facilities from all the various existing staff sections and concentrate them in on? new 
section. On the other hand, the * entral supervising and directing agency would have 
a hard task introducing new ideas into the operation of a large number of dispersed 
sections and commands engaged iu research and development. 

14.3 Independently of the special fern» of man-ß aient of research and develop- 
ment, the office in charge of direction and supervision of research should escablish 
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panels consisting o." representative» of other agencies engaged in aercnaut.cal and 
related research, for example, the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, :he 
National Bureau of Standards, the Civil Aeronautics Admmistration, the aircraft in- 
dustry, the air lines, scientific institution», and individual scientists. These panels 
should a»»;st in formulation of the detailed research program and the choi e r. »he 
agency, institution, or individual best fitted and available to carry out the desired 
research work. 

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE 

14.4 Scientific intelligence is oat of the important requirement» for the future 
Air Force». In the recent past the necessity for an organized »cientific intelligence 
»ervice became more and more evident a-, the war proceeded., «nd it becatn«" an urgent 
necessity as Germany collapsed. Fortunately, at thai time » great ujraber of scientists 
an^ technicians could be made available to the Air Forcei on a voluntary basis. In this 
w.y the information gained from Germany could be worked up in an appropriate 
manner. However, at the presc -n time, only a few months later, no more »uch personnel 
is available. The supervision of future German scientific work, for example, is still 
lacking scientific help. 

14 ? Scientific intelligence »tart» at home. The example of the atomic bomb »how 
that scientific discoveries of prominent military importance were made by pure 
scientists who had no connection with any military office or esublishment; as a matter 
of fa«, they were not interested in military applications. Hence, it will be necessary 
for the Intelligence Service to employ scientific personnel with broad interest and 
knowledge, who have the ability to recognize the military aspects in the scientific 
production of our theoretical and experimental scientists, university, and industrial 
laboratories. The screening of patents and inventive ideas presented to the military 
agencies, as it has been done in the past, will not be sufficient. The Intelligence Service 
needs permanent collaborators who pursue the scientific literature, attend meetings, 
visit scientific esublishment», and report their findings and suggestions periodically. 
In peacetime much tact will be necessary to accomplish such efficient intelligence 
service, because of the commercial im-.rfc»t» involved «nd the natural inclination of 
scientific men not ro talk about their results before the final rounding up of their work. 

I*.6 Scientific intelligence in foreign countries is, of course, a much more difficult 
matter. One can distinguish between scientific intelligenct on subjects which are 
op'.ii o duscussion and on subjects which are classified. I be'^ve that all knowledge 
of scientific life in a foreign country is of great importance since, after all, the same 
scientific personalities who create the pesceum: science of ■ country will be called 
upon to help their country in wartime. Therefore, it is strongly recommeudeu chat «hi 
Air Forces: (1) have scientific atts.'Kes in embassies and legations in various countries; 
(2) send scientifically trained officers, engineer», or consultants of the Air Forces to 
scientific meetings anc' congresses rbroad; and (3) send persona?* connect« ;i wi*h 
the Air Force» for longer periods to study at foreign ic<«'!.dtions. 

14.7 The intelligence services concerned with subjects which a foreign country 
does not want us to know, will use the methods which were successful in general 
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mi'itary latelligence. However, it is imperative to have i scieotific section in the In- 
telligence Service which will direct the search for and exploit the results of scientific 
data. It is imperative that we !iave knowledge, in advance, of all potential targets 
which could be of importance in scientific warfare, unless a complete exchange of 
scientific and technical uau, as proposed recently by Great Britain, extends o«cr the 
whole world. 

SCIENCI IN PLANS AND OPERATIONS 

14.8 The Air Forces entered into World War II with quite inadequate preparation 
as far as the prognosis and analysis of the results of missions were concerned. Analysis 
groups were assembled during the war, and opinions concerning the relative im- 
portance of targets were widely different. We now have the experience of a long war. 
The work done by organizations such nt the U.S. Strategic Bo'cbi'-g Survey gives 
material for discussion and for planning future applications. Of course, in a future war 
bombs and bombers will be different; missiles and atomic energy involve ndicKi 
changes. However, it cannot be sufficiently emphasized that it would be a great mis- 
take, after dissolving the groi.f_ -/hich worked on analysis of operations, to discon- 
tinue the analytical work itself. It is believed that the staff sections dealing with plan- 
ning and operations should be equipped with adequate scientific personnel to be able to 
continue studies on methods of urget analysis, operational analysis, and the like. It is 
necessary to have in peacetime a nucleus for scientific groups such as those which 
successfully assisted in the command and staff work in the field during the war. In 
these studies experts in statistical, technical, economic and political science must 
cooperate. 

PERSONNEL POLICY 

14.9 It is believed that many shortcomings of research and development in the Air 
Forces originate from a lack of appreciation, at higher levels, of the qualifications 
necessary for successful direction of a laboratory or a proving ground. The theory that 
an intelligent officer is able to direct any organization, military. technicM, or scientific, 
is certainly obsolet« An office.- :ü charije of a laboratory or proving ground can be 
really useful only if he holds the position for a sufficient time to become thoroughly 
acquainted with the subject «.atter and personnel. Officers with engineering training 
on engineering duty must not be handicapped, as regards promotion, because of long 
t-pu-eof the same aasignment or time spent in acquiring advanced education. 

14 10 The position and rank of officers responsible for research and development 
must be made commensurate with the importaace of their werk and achievement and 
must not depend on the sue of the organizations under their command. 

14 11 The level of civilian personnel engiged in research and development work 
must be raised by authoriziag the Air Forces to hire or dismiss civilian scientific per- 
sonnel outside of the Civil Serivce. Also, methods of appointment, co^peosat.oa. « . 
management of civilian scientific personnel under the evil Service must be freed tiom 
those rcttrictions of the Civil Service regulations which make the government service 
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UI,atfr«rtive cc, first-r.te sc.entists. In this connection, . separate branch of the Civil 
Service for scientific personnel would be of.value. 

SUMMARY OF REOMMIiSDATIONS 

14.12        The following recommendations are therefore marie: 

a.    A permanent Scientific Advisory Group should be available to the Command- 
ing General, to advise him on questions of long-range scientific planning. 

b    The office in charge of research and development should establish research 
panels for coordinatio.» of Air Forces research with that of government agencies and 
other scientific institutions. 

c. Scientific intelligence at home and abroad should be strengthened by includ- 
ing scientific personnel in the intelligence Service, appointing scientific attaches 
abroad, and frequently sending scientifically-trained officeu or civilians to meetings 
and for study in foreign countries. 

d. Operational »., tlysis and target studies should be continued in peacetime, with 

adequate scientific personnel. 
e. Oft ers in charge of laboratories should keep such positions long enough to 

be really useful, without being handicapped in promotion by long tenure of such 

assignments. 
' f.    Position and rank of officers responsible for research should be determined 

hv the importance of their work and not by the siie of the organiiations under their 

|   couiu.and. 
' g.   Appointment and compensation of civilian scientific personnel should be 

freed from Civil Service regulatiops, to enable the Air Forces to employ first-class 
scientists and engineers. 
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PfBTIUIiJ PAT.S W'XS  BIANK,  THEREFOHB WAS NOT niHED 

SCIENTIFIC   AM©   TECHNOLOGICAL   TRAINING 

OF  AIR   FORCES   PERSONNEL 

15.1 The discussion in this section refers only to the scientific »nd technological 
training of Air Forces oflicers. The specific training of mechanics, radio operators, 
electronics technicians, and the like, is not considered. It is believed that in addition 
to utilizing civilian consultants in various advisory capacities and civilian scientist» 
and eoginecfs in the Civil Service, the Air Forces must organize a broad training pro- 
gram for officers in various fields of science and engineering. Ne» scientific discoveries 
will continually have a profound influence on the concepts of %;.v warfare, and tilt Air 
Force» must be flexible and capable of adjusting themselves fo thse new concepts. Th;;. 
requires, above all, tha! th : Kir Forces be permeated by officers who have the training 
which will make them capably ui Evaluatinj^sdentific facts withjtppd technical jud^- 
tnent and vision. 

TRAINING FOR AIR STAFF WORK 

15.2 Practically all sections of the Air Staff are confronted with problems involving 
the application of science. Therefore, it is desirable that future Air Staff officers have an 

, understanding of the capabilities of science and an appreciation of scientific thought. 
Therefore, it is proposed that a certain number of young officers be selected and given 
scientific training for future Air Staff work. Two years of sperbl training at «rientific 
institutions should be given these officers, in a branch of science chosen by them. The 
aim of this education should be training of the mind and acquaintance with scientific 
results, rather than specialized knowledge and routine skill. At intervals of about five 
years one-year refresher courses should be inserted. The scientific training would be 
in addition to military training for staff duties, which if given at such places as the 
Army War College, the Cocno.a-i.i and General Staff School. 

TRAINING FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

A certain number of officers should be given specified scientific technolog- 
iVaitraining in the branches of luathematics, physical sciences, «nd engineering, which 
tre of vi' '       erest for development oi equ^ent and of--rational methods.   Ihis 
'training - be accomplished at scientific institutions. Its main objective should be 
not so mucn the education of re5v.rch men in the proper sense, as to give future officers 
engaf ed in, or in charge of. research and development an intimate knowledge of the 
capabilities and limitations of sdeace and accustom then-tnworfring in coo-rr^on 

1 with scientists and sci.ntifec imtituuom. It is very imP-^^^^^futrr£ .o^tr.u 
training, a broad variety of sciences which have «pplic.B ^-e» V10™*™ 
be taken into account. A proper balance must be est^^^^^"   ^mnmuns 
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prop«, thermodynamics, eleclrunks. nuclear physics, meteorrogy, aeromed^in^ 
fcocomics, etc. These officers can best be recruited through the Air Forces ROTC. 
Erceptionallv brilliant students (about 20 percent of the total number taken) should be 
permmetl ioluuilnue thsir ^holastic training until they have an M.S. degree and then 
be put on active duty ior about three years. This will give them an opportunity to oti :. 
themselves in the type of work they are best suited for in the Air Forces. After th»t, 
they should return to college for a period of two years, or long enough to get a Ph.D. 
degree. Thi: would produce a supply of officers with an intimate knowledge of several 
fields of science. This is essential to finding the best compromises when military re- 
quirements pioduce conflicting design problems involving more than one field of 
sconce. The remaining 80 percent of those students selected through ROTC would go 
or - service after obtaining a B.S. degree and would return to college, after about 
three years of active service, long enough to obtain an M.S. degree. 

15.4 All officers engaged in research and developmrni must be given repeat 
scientific training for a period of one j*ar at intervals of about five years. Th - training 
can be given at scientific institotions, or by assigning the officer to work ti aa engineer 
at one of the research laboratories working on Air Porres problems. 

15.5 Every effort should be made to retain in the Air Forces those research and 
development officers who have already received added scholastic training at govern- 
ment expense during the w r. Flying training in grade should be provided for those 
who are not pilots at the present time, but who desire flight training and can qualify 
for it. Training a pilot is a much simpler job than training an engineer. It does not 
appear reasonable to concentrate on trying to make engineers out of pilots at th«: Air 
Forces Engineering School, while at the same time refusing to give good engineers a 
chance to become pilots bectuse they have not been members of combat aircrews. 

TECHNICAL SCHOOLS IN THE AIR FORCES 

15.6 The main objective of the technical schools in existence or to be established 
in the Air Forces should be training for procurement, maintenance, and pperation of 
equipment. While these .«chools shorJJ give a short review of the fundamentals of the 
sciences involved, they should concentrate their efforts on the transmittal of practical 
knowledge and skill, iacceptionaily brilliant graduates of the Air Forces technical 
schools should be selected for further scientific training in civilian schools. 

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

15.7       The following recommendations are therefore made: 

a. A certain number of young officers should be selected and given special train- 
ing at scientific institutions in preparation for future Air Staff work. 

b. Technical officers recruited throughout the Ai» Foicc« ROTC shoulu be given 
advanced scientific training up to the level required for an M.S. degree, in a broad 
variety of sciences which have applications to Air Forces problems. 
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c. Additional training shculd be given 20 percent of the fficers referred to in 
the preceding recomiuendation. to qualify them for a Ph D. degree. 

d. All füiurr Air Staff and technical officers who receive scientific train'.ig ii.jM 
be given one-year refresher courses at intervals of five years. 

e. Every effort should be made to retain in the Air Forces those icsearch and 
development officers who received scholastic training at government expense during 
the w«' 

f. Flying training should be opened immediately to those officers with scientific 
training who, regardless of combat experience, otherwise qualify. 

g. The AAF F.ngineerirg School shall be buil' i in such a way, that fundamentals 
of the sciences involved in AAF problems sh»'1 included in fhe curriculum. Ex- 
ceptionally able graduates shall be selec>"d fo -r scientific training in civilian 
educational in«t:tiitions. 
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DEPARTMENT O!" THE AIR FORCt 
HEADQUARTERS ONiTED STATES Al« FORCE 

WASHINGTON, O.C. 

9 January 1967 
ATTN o c    AFBSA 

tu»j£CT     Von Y   ■iiati Report 

Defense Docunentatlon Cen+er  (DDC-TC) 
ATTN:    M.  B. Kahn 
Cameron Station 
Alexandria,  Virginia    22311* 

1. Reference attached DDC-T letter, subject as above, dated h January 
I967, enclosed is printed final copy of "Toward New Horizons—Science, 
the Key to Air Supremacy."   Per previous agreement between DDC and 
the USAF Scientific Advisory Board, this volume is bein« aade available 
to you for microfilming and incorporation in your official filesv   It 
is recommended that the DRAFT version of this document now on iiaad at 
DDC be destroyed or otherwise retired to prevent future Issue. 

2. Upon your completion oi' U.is project it Is requested that the en- 
i-lobc-j volume be returned to this office. 

'A ROUAf ,2plT\^f TOVrfARD, U tolonel, USAF 2 Atch 
Assisymt Executive Secrete.ry 1.    DDC-T Itr 
USA^clentific Adviso^r Boa?d 2.     "Toward New Horizons—Science, 
' the Key to Air Supremacy" 

UndtrwriU Tow Country's Mumt - Buy U.S. Savm^i Bonds 



DEPAHTMO-T OF THE AIR FORCE 
HUAUOUARTERS UNITED STATES AIR FORCE 

WASH1NÜTON, D.C. 

23 December 1966 

•uuncT:      Von Kerman Rc^or-t 

Administrator    . 
Defenss l^ocuir-'ilation Center 
Cameron Station 
Alexandria,  Virginia    22311* 

1. Rei'erence  ip made to  telephone conversation of 20 December 1966 
between Lt Colonel Hovard of the USAF Scientific Advisory Board 
Secretariat and Mr. Kahn,  Chief of DDC Accession Division. 

2. On several occasions,  this office hat nad need to request DDC 
reprint service for volumes of Dr. Theodore Von Karman's 19^5 
study "Toward Hew Horizons." Subsequent review of the DDC reproduetd 
copies furnished has revtalcd the document on file In your library to 
be a double-spaced "final draft" version of the Von Karman report and 
not the final copy fee published In hard cover form. 

3. Although the Von Karman publication is now more than 21 yearp olri 
It nevertheless remains In constant demand and has proven to be an 
Air Force document of very significant historical value.    This office 
which has one of the last remaining hard cover pats of the report, 
receives frequent requests for copies of the document. 

h.    It Is proposed that the USAF Scientific Advisory Bo-urd furnish DD', 
on a loan basis,  Its hard cover set of the Von Karman report in order 
that necessary microfilm masters can be made and placed in your cusvo (€: 
service files.    The draft versions pow on hand In DDC should then be 
withdrawn and destroyed to prevent further issue of this Incomplete 
version.    It will be necessary, however, not to mutilate the loaned 
copies since they must be returned to the permanent records of this 
organization. 

5.    Upon your approval of the recommended new reprint action,  this 
office will neke nececsary arrangements to deliver our hard cover 
copies to the DDC office element designated by you. 

ROBERTyT.  HOWARD,  Ll Colonel, USAF 
Assistant Executive Secretary 
USA/ Scientific Advisory Board 

Lt ( Atjh 
DDC ATI Reference ^'r •. 
--Von Karman Report, 

"Toward Kew Horlzc:;s" 

IfndtmmU Yiur Country's Mitltt - Buy U.S. Savinft Bomb 



(Unpublished Card) 

ATI 140 661 

j..AF, Scientific Advisory Group, Wash., D. c. 
Toward New Horizons - Vol. I - Science, the Key to Air Supr~macy 

::::::::s :t- ~ 
Von Karman, Th. 18 Bcc'te 171pp. di·agrs, graphs 
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